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HBR from the editor

On this Month’s Cover
Part of the R&R Murphy 
manufacturing facilities at Gateshead. 
R&R Murphy won the Manufacturer 
of the Year award at the prestigious 
2016 Hunter Manufacturing Awards. 
For further information see page 37.

 The release of the new Hunter Regional Plan by the NSW 
Government has generally been welcomed by local business.

The plan will guide development in the Hunter for 20 years 
until 2036 and although there may still be some argument 
about finer details, the Government is to be commended for 
putting in place a blueprint to guide development and provide 
some certainty for investors.

It is also pleasing to see that a local organisation, the Hunter 
Development Corporation, will be responsible for monitoring 
and reporting progress. Their local presence and knowledge will 
provide a much more potent monitoring regime than having a 
complex committee that is likely to be hamstrung by procedural 
complexities or a group of public servants based in Sydney that 
have no deep knowledge of the Hunter.

The Plan has some significant changes to the draft version 
circulated, so it is pleasing that the Government has listened to 
feedback.

One of the major changes is the disappearance of the term 
Hunter City – one that was not popular with locals – and replaced 
with Greater Newcastle.

The plan also officially acknowledges the expansion of the 
Hunter Region with the new Mid Coast Council effectively adding 
the former Greater Taree LGA area and its population of around 
50,000 people.

Whilst giving some kudos to the NSW Government for the plan, 
the same can’t be said for its handling of the proposed Newcastle 
– Port Stephens and Maitland – Dungog council mergers that 
have been put on hold since May.

At least at the time of going to press, no decision had been 
announced and even worse no indication has been given as to 
when any announcement will be made.

This has created an unnecessary environment of uncertainty for the 
councils, their staff and businesses that deal with these councils.

Planning, particularly longer term planning, is being stifled, 
good council staff are likely to be lost by the attraction of a job 
with more certainty and some businesses are losing opportunities 
and business.

It may well be that the Government is not feeling so bullish 
these days, after losing popularity in council areas that have 
already amalgamated and issues such as its handling of the 
greyhound racing industry, but we are waiting for some 
leadership and certainty on this issue. No news is not good news.
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E 200 

$99,792*
*Drive away price for standard specification vehicle with listed featured purchased and delivered by 30th September 2016 while stocks last. ^Phone and internet compatibility, 
connectivity and capabilities differ between devices, markets and vehicles. Please check the compatibility of your device and vehicle in Australia at www.mercedes-benz-mobile.com

• Widescreen cockpit

• 9G-TRONIC transmission

• COMAND Online^

• Evasive Steering Assist

• PRE-SAFE® Impulse Side

• PRE-SAFE® Sound

The all new E-Class.
Masterpiece of intelligence. The remarkable all new Mercedes-Benz E-Class takes automotive technology into a new realm of intelligence. Over 100 million lines  
of code drive technical advancement like never before. Advanced safety features including PRE-SAFE® Impulse Side, PRE-SAFE® Sound and Evasive Steering Assist 
constantly monitor the world around you reacting to and anticipating potential hazards in the blink of an eye. While a widescreen cockpit provides astounding levels  
of technical innovation and luxury. As a masterpiece of intelligence, the all new E-Class stands alone.

mbnewcastle.com.au

Hunter Star Motors 1 Pacific Highway, Bennetts Green NSW 2290, Tel (02) 4974 4244, www.mbnewcastle.com.au, Lic No 18100 
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 Eight wind turbines have arrived in the Port of Newcastle aboard 
the vessel MV Erna Oldendorff. 

The shipment is the first of eight to arrive between October 
2016 and May 2017, bound for the Goldwind White Rock Wind 
Farm near Glen Innes in the New England Tablelands, New 
South Wales. The wind turbine blades are the largest to arrive in 
Australia to date, each measuring 59.5 metres in length. 

Port of Newcastle’s CEO, Geoff Crowe, said it demonstrates the 
Port of Newcastle’s capability to import large and heavy cargoes 
for developments happening around New South Wales. 

“The Port of Newcastle will handle 70 wind turbines for 
Goldwind’s White Rock Project and is well placed to handle more 
large cargo imports to support wind farm, property, rail and road 
developments happening around the state,” said Geoff. 

“The Port’s shipping channel is currently only 50% utilised and 
we have plenty of large parcels of portside land for cargo storage 
and preassembly, which reduces the number of times cargo is 
handled, generating cost savings for cargo owners. 

“Previous project cargo imports through the Port of Newcastle 
include a tunnel boring machine for the Sydney north west rail 
link, locomotives, rail and passenger wagons, mining machinery, 
large tanks and boilers, transformers and prefabricated structures.” 

The cargoes were imported via the Mayfield 4 berth and stored on 
the Mayfield Site before being transported via truck to Glen Innes.

“This is an exciting milestone for the White Rock Project, and 
our transport provider will work closely with RMS and the Police 
to plan the delivery of the cargo via road to the New England 
Tablelands,” said John Gardner, Vice President of Program Delivery 
at Goldwind Australia. 

“Newcastle Port’s proximity to the site and the ability to store 
the cargo for after-hours transport when the roads are quiet is 
an advantage. The storage area allows our technicians to prepare 
the turbines for road transport and deliver them when the site is 
ready to receive them.” 

The White Rock Wind Farm is located approximately 20 km west of Glen 
Innes and 40 km east of Inverell. Stage 1 of the project will consist of 70 
turbines and is due to be operational in the latter half of 2017.  

The Port of Newcastle is the third largest port in Australia by 
trade volume and handles 25 cargoes. 
 

 
   

Wind turbines arrive in the Port of Newcastle

Wind turbine blades being loaded onto the MV Erna Oldendorff vessel in 
Taicang, China, on 24 September 2016 in preparation for the journey to the 
Port of Newcastle.

http://www.mbnewcastle.com.au/content/australia/retail-2/mbnewcastle/en/desktop/home.html
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With a unique recruitment firm offering 
strategic solutions for both Clients & 

Candidates.

Working with the Managing Director 
Margo Emery, with over 30 years 
recruitment experience locally & 

nationally.

Plan Your
N E X T  M O V E  

 P: (02) 49334100     M: 0409385667               www.emeryhr.com.au

Another win for Jayco Newcastle
For the second consecutive year Jayco Newcastle has been 

named Best Regional Dealer at the NSW Caravan and Camping 
Industry Awards (CCIA) of Excellence for 2016.  It was also named 
Best of the Best for all NSW Trade. 

The annual Awards of Excellence recognise the best performers 
in categories including holiday parks, residential, dealerships, 
manufacturing and service providers. 

In presenting Jayco Newcastle with their awards, the president 
of the Caravan and Camping industry Association of NSW Theo 
Whitmont said the company is well-known and trusted dealership 
that has been operating in the local area for over 30 years. 

Jayco Newcastle owner Damian Charleson said the awards are a 
great compliment to his team. “We do our very best to ensure that our 
customers get the very best advice, service and after sales support.” 

The dealership is also recognised as one of the region’s best 
corporate citizens. 

Their third Caravan and Camping Expo held at their Heatherbrae 
dealership attracted more than 4000 people over the three days 
and raised more than $11,600 for the Camp Quality kids’ charity. 
National Camp Quality event manager Donna George said the 
funds would greatly help 13 local kids living with cancer. 

Business brokerage launched with 
focus on technology

Two local businessman, Shane Fox and Ian Jones, have joined 
forces to launch Merchant Business Brokers, a Newcastle-based 
business brokerage which invests heavily in a highly advanced 
and innovative technology platform used by major institutions in 
other sectors, to provide connection between buyers and sellers.

“We build our business one relationship at a time and we 
work closely with leaders and innovators in business and 

technology to create better ways of delivering clients with 
better outcomes,” Ian said.

The Merchant team understand that buyers and sellers 
want different things - sellers want to maintain confidentiality 
throughout the selling process and they want to sell their 
business in a timely manner and for the highest possible price, 
while buyers want to find their perfect business and not waste 
their time looking for businesses that aren’t suitable.

Shane Fox said that Merchant wants to ensure that the owners 
of businesses get more enquiries, so they have implemented 
a multi-faceted marketing approach including database 
management, business specific websites, targeted marketing and 
collaborating with other Brokers from around Australia.

“We’ll only take on a listing if it is the right thing to do – 
meaning we must believe that we can sell it at a reasonable price 
and maintain a value proposition for the buyer,” Shane said.

“We are a relationship based business thriving on referrals and 
word of mouth recommendations. Therefore our mandate is 
to ensure all parties in the transaction realise that our passion, 
commitment and sincerity are why deals get done professionally.”
 

 Shane Fox and Ian Jones

http://www.emeryhr.com.au/
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Prosperity Advisers is very proud to announce that Manager of 
Corporate Assurance, Alex Hardy, has won the ‘Rising Star of the Year’ 
award at the Australian Accounting Awards 2016. 

Our goal at Prosperity is to foster a culture that inspires and supports 
excellence, proactively delivers smart client solutions and actively 
supports our people and the community. We are committed to 
providing challenging, rewarding and interesting careers for all 
employees. We understand that the success of our business depends 
on our people, now and in the future.

Want to be recognised as a Rising Star among your peers?
Consider a career with Prosperity Advisers Group.
Call us on 02 4907 7222  |  prosperityadvisers.com.au

Prosperity Win at Australian 
Accounting Awards

Winner Alex Hardy with CEO, Allan McKeown.

McDonald Jones new stadium sponsor
Leading NSW builder McDonald Jones has signed on as the naming 

rights sponsor of Hunter Stadium.  The company, which has its origins 
in the Hunter, is ranked the nation’s 8th largest builders.  

The Stadium had its first exposure under its new name at the 
Newcastle Jets game on Sunday 9 October.

For Managing Director Andrew Helmers the sponsorship 
agreement is a fitting way to celebrate 30 years in business.  

“The sponsorship is our way of saying thank you to the Hunter 
community who have supported us for so long,” Mr Helmers said. 

“We see the stadium as an icon of the region and we are proud 
to be able to put our name to it. “ 

The Sponsorship agreement with McDonald Jones is for five years. 

Another award for Prosperity Advisers
Prosperity Advisers has announced that Corporate Assurance 

Manager, Alex Hardy, has won the ‘Rising Star of the Year’ award at 
the Australian Accounting Awards 2016.

The Australian Accounting Awards are the only industry awards 
designed to showcase excellence right across the accounting 
profession. With a broad range of categories that examine 
excellence across the breadth of the profession, the Australian 
Accounting Awards provides a platform for all industry leaders to 
be recognised.

Director of HR, Tanya Craft said, “We teach our people that numbers 
are not just the tools of accounting but also the language of business 
success. Skills are enhanced at every level with mentoring programs, 
ongoing education and training from internal talent as well as outside 
experts who bring a real world perspective.”

On winning the award, Alex thanked Prosperity and added 
“The award was a great surprise! It feels good to be externally 
recognised for the dedication, hard work and focus I’ve put into my 

career and development over many years. I am very grateful for the 
range of opportunities that Prosperity has provided me in my short 
career – including working abroad - and I am truly grateful to the firm 
and the accounting profession for this recognition.”

Alex has just recently returned from a secondment with 
Prosperity’s Dutch affiliate firm BOL Adviseurs. Last year he 
represented Prosperity at a Youth Symposium for emerging 
leaders in Miami Florida.

Prosperity CEO, Allan McKeown said “Prosperity’s directors are 
committed to providing challenging, fulfilling and interesting 
careers for all employees. We work hard at creating a breeding 
ground for talent and this is the second time one of our people 
have won the Rising Star Award. The success of our business 
depends on our people and with team members like Alex we will 
go a long way to continuing our reputation for excellence and 
client service.”
 

http://www.prosperityadvisers.com.au/home/.aspx
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40 Years

Join the Club
To mark the arrival of the AW139 
aircraft, the Westpac Rescue 
Helicopter Service is offering a 
unique opportunity for people, 
organisations and businesses to be 
Foundation members of Club 139.

Membership is limited to 139 places  
so be quick to secure your place and  
call 1800 155 155.1800 155 155   |   www.rescuehelicopter.com.au   |

There are about 7,000 businesses operating in the city of Lake Macquarie 
- but that’s a guess according to the city’s peak business body. 

Lake Macquarie Business Ltd (LMB) has launched a project that 
will effectively map the diversity and breadth of businesses and 
organisations located in the city. 

LMB Director, Mitchell Whitaker, said that it was essential for the 
LMB to understand the current business landscape in order to 
effectively contribute to conversations and planning processes. 

“Ultimately this is about connecting local businesses while 
ensuring that the city can support the needs of businesses, now 
and into the future,” he said. 

“The Lake Mac Connect project enables us to use teams of call 
centre people to capture data that can help us understand the 
types of businesses, the size of these organisations and the areas 
in which they operate,” Mr Whitaker said. 

“This data will be of great value to LMB, ensuring that our ability to 
influence the public and private sectors in terms of making decisions 
around planning and investment options as well as understanding 
the city’s visitor economy profile, is founded on real data,” he said. 

One of the key advantages is that businesses and organisations 
in Lake Macquarie that participate in the project will be entitled to 
sponsored membership of LMB which also includes membership 
of NSW Business Chamber.   

Lake Mac Connect is expected to take about six months that will 
include research and the involvement of a call centre team managed 
by Workskil Australia as part of the Work for the Dole Program.  

In the meantime, businesses that want to take advantage 
of sponsored membership of Lake Macquarie Business, while 

ensuring that their business is included in the research can visit 
www.lakemacbusiness.com.au and nominate to participate. 

The Lake Mac Connect project is also supported by its delivery 
partners; Lake Macquarie Business Growth Centre, Dantia and 
Vodafone Australia.  
 

Laureate professor honoured for 
lifetime achievement in science

University of Newcastle Laureate Professor Graeme Jameson AO 
has been honoured as the recipient of the Lifetime Achievement 
Award at the International Mineral Processing Congress (IMPC), 
held in Quebec City, Canada.

The IMPC Lifetime Achievement Award recognises a lifetime of 
distinguished achievement and outstanding contribution to the 
advancement of the art, science and industrial practice of mineral 
processing, together with participation in, and contribution to, the IMPC. 

The Award was presented before an audience of 1500 academic 
and industry specialists, at the XXVIII meeting of the Congress.

“It’s an honour to receive this award, nominated by my peers, 
to join the distinguished company of international recipients,” 
Laureate Professor Jameson said.

Laureate Professor Jameson is renowned for his invention of 
the Jameson Cell, a revolutionary mineral processing technology 
installed around the world. Well over 300 Jameson Cells are now 
in operation across 25 countries, with the invention estimated to 
have earned nearly $100 billion for the Australian economy.

Lake Mac gets connected 
Mitchell Whitaker, 

Kerryn and John 
Wollington

Last chance to join Club 139
The first of the fully-fitted Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service's 

AgustaWestland AW139 helicopters will arrive in the region in 
early December. To mark the arrival of the new fleet the Service is 
offering the unique opportunity for individuals and organizations 
to become Foundation Members of Club 139. 

Club 139 Membership will help raise some of the funds that will 
be required as part of the new contract with NSW Government 
that will see the Rescue Helicopter provide aeromedical 
services to northern NSW from 2017. Club 139 also provides the 
opportunity for like-minded organizations to collaborate for the 
benefit of our community. 

Final spaces are currently available and can be secured for just 
$1650 and includes plenty of great ways to connect with and 
support the Service and other Club 139 members. 

http://www.rescuehelicopter.com.au/
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Grant gets Maitland Sportsground 
Complex up and running

The NSW Government, through the Hunter Infrastructure and 
Investment Fund, has announced the awarding of a $5.5 million 
grant for the upgrade of the city’s Athletics Centre, which is part 
of the wider plan for the development of the Maitland Regional 
Sportsground Complex in Central Maitland.

The upgrade of the current Smyth Field facilities will include an 
international standard modern synthetic running track, athletics 
facilities, clubhouse, floodlighting and additional parking. Once 
complete, the new athletics complex will significantly improve 
community sporting options and provide the facilities that meet 
the needs of a growing population.  

The announcement also enables the realisation of the 
second stage of a wider Master Plan for the site that will see it 
transformed into a complex that meets regional needs now and 
into the future. The site will connect to Maitland No. 1.

The Maitland Regional Sportsground Complex (Stage 2) is jointly 
funded by the Hunter Infrastructure and Investment Fund (HIIF) 
and Maitland City Council. The total cost of the project is $10.5 
million, with construction scheduled to begin by the end of 2017. 

Lighting award for Newcastle Courthouse
The Vision Design team at WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff has won a 

commendation at the Lighting Design Awards (LiDA) in New South 
Wales for its work on the new, seven-storey, Newcastle Courthouse.

According to Senior Lighting Designer, Fiona Venn, the team, 
alongside Cox Richardson Architects and the John Holland Group 
as building contractor, responded to a clear Department of Justice 
brief to create an open, accessible and welcoming atmosphere.

“The Courthouse building is set on a podium wrapped around a 
main intersection in the heart of Newcastle’s CBD.

“Our exterior lighting showcases the building’s large expanse of 

glass and wood and highlights its preeminent position in the city.
“The interior includes ten courtrooms, two tribunal rooms and 

public areas that sit alongside a central atrium that is flooded with 
natural light.

“Our design objective was to define the internal spaces 
according to access and use. The temperature of the artificial 
lighting in the public, front-of-house space is a warm white to 
provide a welcome, calming atmosphere.

“Cooler, more neutral lighting, is used in offices and functional 
areas which also helps people find their way.

“‘Decorative pendants and wall lights provide sparkle while 
washes of warm white light highlight timber finishes to link the 
interior to the exterior,” said Fiona.

http://www.hunterjaguar.com.au/
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Attention Business Owners:
Are you missing out on more profit and time?

“Clear, precise & easy!  Feel motivated 
to now put this into practice.”  
                     Jonathon Wilson, Slattery Auctions

The First Friday Club is a short, sharp monthly burst of 
information, inspiration and motivation all about how 
to run your business more effectively.

“Short, sharp & to the point 
with plenty to take away”
     

Book Now at: firstfridayclub.com.au
Supported by:

 Anthony Furniss, EJE Architecture

Insight Wealth launches Wallsend office
Insight Wealth has a strategic objective to ensure they are 

conveniently placed for their clients, and as their business growth 
continues the team has launched a new office. As well as their 
current location in Kotara, Insight Wealth is now located in the 
heart of Wallsend.

Insight Wealth Director, Donna McKeowen said that having two 
offices would provide the space they need for their expanding 
team.

“We are thrilled to be moving to the vibrant commercial centre 
of Wallsend,” Donna said.

“We have been watching the improvements that have been 
made to Wallsend and the time was right to make the move. 
We are really happy to be joining the business community and 
providing another handy location for our clients to visit us.”

Insight Wealth was established in 2008 when some like-minded 
advisers joined their efforts – with Donna and Simon Tworek two 
of the founding Directors.

The team provide a range of advice to help their clients have 
financial security, now and into the future. This includes wealth 
creation planning, superannuation advice, retirement planning, 
life and income insurance and self-managed super funds.

With the Wallsend office led by Donna, she will be joined by 
Mandy Cant, Practice Manager and Lauren Wylie, Paraplanner.
 

International festival and events 
award for Newcastle

Newcastle has won a prestigious international award for 
great festivals and events for the third year running. The city 
was recognised best in the world for community leadership 
and festival and event partnerships at the annual International 
Festivals & Events Association Convention in Tucson, Arizona.

Newcastle outranked cities of a similar population tally to be 
named the 2016 recipient of the IFEA's World Festival & Event City.

"This award marks the hat-trick for the city," Lord Mayor 
Nuatali Nelmes said, "and again confirms that the work being 
undertaken by Newcastle City Council in the festival and event 
sector is world class.

"Newcastle is now a thriving cultural and events city, which 
is clear from the range and quantity of exciting events on the 
annual calendar and the cultural initiatives the city has been 
able to achieve.

"From sporting events to arts and cultural festivals, markets, 
conventions and exhibitions, Newcastle offers a bevy of 
experiences for visitors and locals to enjoy, and it's only set to 
grow with the addition of the Supercars event next year and a 
future cruise terminal for the port."

In 2014/2015, Newcastle hosted a range of events that resulted 
in increased visitation to the city and development of local event 
facilities and tour products. 

These included resurfacing of Hunter Stadium, upgrades to 
walking paths connecting transport hubs and event venues 
and the tour packages incorporating Asian Cup tickets 
delivered in partnership with the NSW Government and the 
Local Organising Committee.

A broad variety of events and activities demonstrate Newcastle’s 
outstanding ability to host large-scale events.

They included The Asian Super Moto in 2015 and 2016, 
Anzac Rugby League Test in 2016, AFC Asian Cup Australia 
2015, Port to Port Newcastle MTB, Australian Bowl Riding 
Championships, Nutrigrain Ironman Series, This That Music 
Festival, Newcastle China Festival and Newcastle's Australia 
Day Festival and ANZAC Day ceremony.

Newcastle also won the gong in 2012, meaning it has won the 
award in four out of the past five years.

Redevelopment of the Cessnock 
Waste and Reuse Centre

Cessnock City Council is in the final planning stages of 
the development of a new waste facility at the Cessnock 
Waste and Reuse Centre. The centre will close to allow for 
the construction of the new modernised facility which is 
anticipated to start in December. 

The new waste transfer facility will include new resource 
recovery opportunities for a range of materials including metals, 
garden organics, electronic waste, paints, oils and batteries. 

All materials will be required to go over the weighbridge which 
is a part of Council’s Environmental Protection Authority license 
requirements. This stipulates all incoming and outgoing waste 
must be tracked for reporting purposes.

TreeTop Adventure Park provides a tailored 
corporate experience, offering day or night 
opportunities for an amazing and unforgettable 
team building adventure. 

For a rewarding and challenging time bring your team 
to this unique eco-friendly attraction in the treetops.

•  Perfect team building activity

•  2 to 3 hours of fun

•   Over 100 challenges +  
20 flying foxes

•   No special ability or fitness 
required

•  Catering available on site

TreeTops.com.au 
*Applies to TreeTop Adventure Park Adult tickets at TreeTops Newcastle only. Online bookings only. Use the code HBFG16 to receive a 10% discount, 

offer expires 31 March 2017. Terms & conditions apply including minimum age/weight see website for details. Not Valid during NSW school holidays.

RECEIVE A 10% 

DISCOUNT!
Conditions apply*

NEWCASTLE

Reach NEW business 
heights in the treetops!

Located in Blue Gum Hills Regional Park, Minmi. 5mins from the M1.

http://www.momentumbiz.com.au/first-friday-club/
http://www.treetops.com.au/
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Can you help make 
a child’s future brighter?
Is your organisation looking for ways to make a 
difference in the lives of children with vision or hearing 
loss living in the Hunter?

RIDBC Hunter Sight and Sound for Kids corporate 
sponsorship program helps businesses make a 
difference in their local community. Your organisation’s 
support will help Hunter children get the best possible 
start in life by giving them access to RIDBC’s expert 
education, therapy and cochlear implant services.

For more information on how your organisation can get 
involved, call Kim Simpson on 02 4979 4016 or visit 

ridbc.org.au/superhero

Virtual reality studio opens
A new virtual reality studio has opened in Newcastle’s East End 

providing the public with easy access to the immersive world of high-
end virtual reality.

VRXP (virtual reality experience) is located on 20 Watt Street and is 
a creative virtual reality experience studio, which enables everyone 
from retirees and families to technology enthusiasts and gamers to 
experience room scale virtual reality.

Founder, Andy Gallagher said the concept for VRXP evolved over 
years of closely watching the development of the technology.

“VR has changed considerably in recent years to the point we are at 
now, with amazing high-end room scale experiences on offer that are 
completely immersive,” said Mr Gallagher.

“There are many entry level options emerging such as the Sony 
PlayStation VR and Google Cardboard, but we wanted to offer the 
best virtual reality experience possible at VRXP so we decided to use 
the HTC Vive which is the only true room-scale VR on the market. This 
means you can walk around and interact within a large area in the 
virtual world, it’s an incredible feeling.”

“We have created a turnkey experience that offers anyone the 
chance to enjoy the best of VR in a fun, social environment. VR is 
something you can do alone but is also great to experience with a 
group of family or friends,” he said.

There is a growing list of VR experiences available. It is now possible 
to explore a shipwreck in the depths of the ocean, admiring sea turtles 
pass above you or compete in an action packed arcade game as you 
defend your space station against a hoard of robot drones.

Mr Gallagher says that whilst entertainment is a key component 
of virtual reality use, it is also being used in a wide variety of 
applications in industry.

Versions of VR are now being used in education, medical research 
and training, architectural design, as a creative medium, and as an 
emerging communication tool.

The studio’s fit out is expansive with clean white walls and pops of 
colour in red and pink hues. Motorised partitions quickly transform 
the open plan space into four VR spaces, each equipped with its own 
HTC Vive headset and controllers, headphones and a projector which 
allows spectators to see a 2D version of what the user is experiencing 
when in the virtual world.

VRXP is the brainchild of husband and wife duo Andy and Emily 
Gallagher, each bringing their diverse backgrounds to the table. Andy 
owns and operates his own video production business, Modular 
Productions whilst Emily works in public relations.

RDA Hunter received international 
award for regional innovation

Regional Development Australia (RDA) Hunter recently took 
out the coveted Best Paper Award 2016 at the X1V International 
Triple Helix Conference in Heidelberg, Germany where CEO 
Todd Williams presented on the economic development 
organisation’s Smart Specialisation Strategy for the Hunter 
Region (S3).

Attended by 150 delegates from 37 countries, the 
Conference examined multi-stakeholder or ‘triple helix’ 
collaborations to address accelerated growth through 
innovation. RDA Hunter’s Smart Specialisation, which is 
Australia’s first and launched by Prime Minister Turnbull in 
March this year, was highlighted as a case study in governance 
for triple helix partnerships.

Prepared in collaboration with Dr John Howard and Dr Renu 
Agarwal from UTS Business School, University of Technology 
Sydney, RDA Hunter’s conference paper, Smart Specialisation 
as an Engagement and Governance Framework for Triple 
Helix Interactions was awarded the Triple Helix Association 
Best Paper Award 2016 by THA President, Professor Henry 
Etzkowitz.

“Winning the prestigious Best Paper award at the Triple 
Helix conference was an absolute honour for RDA Hunter and 
testament to the work we are doing to put the Hunter on the 
world map for its capabilities and entrepreneurial attitude to the 
future,” said CEO, Todd Williams.

“The Hunter stacks up very well on the global stage. My recent 
experience reinforced that we have an international reputation 
for logistics, technical training and research, liveability and, 
importantly, our ability to work together to achieve shared goals.” 
Mr Williams continued.
 

@HBRmag

http://www.ridbc.org.au/
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^This offer is available to corporate buyers only (excluding fleet, government or rental buyers) for new vehicles purchased and delivered between 1 September 2016 and 30 November 
2016 (excluding Vito 111), unless offer extended. Not available in conjunction with any other offer. Agility finance available to approved business customers of Mercedes-Benz Financial 
Services Australia Pty Ltd ABN 73 074 134 517 only, standard credit assessment, lending criteria and fees apply. Guaranteed Future Value subject to vehicle maintenance in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s specification, kilometre restrictions and Fair Wear and Tear return conditions. See your local authorised Mercedes-Benz Vans dealer for full terms and conditions.

Trade, Retain, Return.
The Mercedes-Benz Agility Finance Programme gives you the flexibility of choice. And right now we’re offering a special low rate of
1.9% p.a. interest over 3 years^ on new Sprinter and Vito vehicles purchased and delivered by 30th November, 2016. Contact Hunter Star 
Mercedes-Benz to take advantage of a great finance rate, and to find out how much flexibility Agility can give you. mbnewcastle.com.au

Hunter Star Motors 1 Pacific Highway, Bennetts Green NSW 2290, Tel (02) 4974 4244, www.mbnewcastle.com.au, Lic No 18100

 Subsidised pre-traineeship program
Hunter school leavers uncertain about what to do next year 

have the opportunity to experience Corporate and Community 
Services training, at no cost, under a new subsidised program.

HVTC is running a pre-traineeship program in business services, 
customer service and community services starting 28 November. 
This will include roles in youth services, aged care, disability, 
childcare, business services and retail.

The Smart Choice program will run over an 18 week period and 
is a mixture of classroom training, research, site visits, vocational 
skills and knowledge training, and work placement across three 
to four different vocational areas.

Participants will get hands-on work experience and training 
with local businesses and HVTC will assist them in finding a full 
traineeship in their chosen field at the end of the program.

The program is open to anyone who is unemployed, no longer 
in school, is under 24 years of age and is not currently enrolled in 
an apprenticeship or traineeship.

2016 Hunter Region 
Business Excellence Awards

The 2016 Hunter Region Business Excellence Awards, held at 
Club Maitland City in Rutherford, were a resounding success.

The awards were originally known as The Cessnock/Kurri Kurri 
Small Business Awards and started in September 1993 covering the 
businesses of the Cessnock Shire only. Over the years they grew to 
encompass the Maitland and Dungog shires and became known as 
the Lower Hunter Business Excellence Awards. In 2007 the awards 
were renamed the Hunter Region Business Excellence Awards and 
were opened to businesses throughout the Hunter region. 

Fairfax Regional Media (The Advertiser and The Maitland 
Mercury) has been the major sponsor of the awards since 2000, 
with Cessnock and Maitland Councils, Eye Design Graphic Design, 
Sabervox Cloud Solutions, Alan Stevens the Face Profiler, Hunter TAFE, 

Cessnock BPW and Kurri Kurri District Business Chamber coming on 
board since. The trophies have been handmade by Setsuko of Ogishi 
Glass for a number of years and are much sought after.

This year’s event featured Markey Lane as entertainment for the 
evening, with Andrew Hughes as MC and Firebug Photography 
supplying photos.

There were nearly 200 nominations received with 67 finalists.
The big winners on the night were Taste of the Country who 

took out the trophy for Hospitality and Tourism and Business of 
the Year, Christine Atkins of Body and Mind 2000 at Nulkaba won 
Business Woman of the Year, Brendan Hughes of Preventative 
Electrical Services took out the Young Entrepreneur and Bryce 
Gibson of LJ Hooker Cessnock and Kurri Kurri secured Business 
Leader of the Year.

 

http://www.mbnewcastle.com.au/content/australia/retail-2/mbnewcastle/en/desktop/home.html


In a few words tell us about your current role.
I am the director and principal archaeologist 

at McCardle Cultural Heritage. I undertake all 
aspects of the job including, field work, research, 
artefact analysis, reporting and consultation. I 
also undertake forensic anthropological analysis 
(human bone identification) for the NSW Police, 
NPWS and Newcastle Department of Forensic 
Medicine.

 
How have you reached this point in your 

professional life?
Quite by accident. I enrolled at Uni to become a 

History teacher. Missed out on that but was able 
to enrol in archaeology and that was it, found 
what I was looking for. I completed my BA in 
Archaeology and Palaeoanthropology and Hons. 
in Traditional Aboriginal Burials and Mortuary 
Practices. I have also completed a number of 
Forensic Anthropology courses in the USA.

 
When you’re not at work, where can we find you?
Reading a good book, having a glass of nice red 

wine, skiing or travelling.
 
Where do you find inspiration?
Personally, I find great inspiration from my 

daughter; she is a 22 year old with more 
determination and courage to follow her dreams 
than anyone I know.

I find professional inspiration from what I find in 
the field. Every now and then we find something 
quite unique and extraordinary.

 
What advice would you give to someone just 

starting out in your field?
Do what you enjoy. There are so many different areas 

in archaeology, find your passion and, work. As all jobs, 
there are ups and downs, but learn from everything 
and keep on learning. Even after 16 years in the field, I 
am still learning and enjoying every minute.

 
What’s something most people don’t know 

about you?
I used to be a fashion designer and dress maker 

specialising in wedding dresses and eveningwear.
 
How would you like to see the Hunter evolve 

over the next decade?
I think Newcastle and the Hunter Region have 

great potential for the future. The area is small 
enough to undertake some new and exciting 
projects with long term benefits to the community. 
Newcastle is a wonderful place, with a sense of 
community. If we can keep that we can create new 
and exciting opportunities through a variety of 
people, interests and expertise in the local area.

 
What’s your favourite Hunter restaurant/café/bar?
I have a few: Paymasters, Bocados, Meet and 

Scratchleys.
 
Are you reading anything at the moment?
I like reading fantasy, biographies and anything 

unusual. I have just finished all the Hobb books. I 
usually have two or three books going at once. At 
the moment I’ve started Day of the Triffids.

 
 
 
 

Let’s 
   Talk 
      With.....

 Penny McCardle
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Scott Douglas
SiDCOR Chartered Accountants
 
 Introducing new technology into any business can be 
incredibly exciting. Promises of increased efficiency, 
greater communication and sustained competitive 
advantage normally accompany any sales pitch when it 
comes to the latest software or game changing piece of 
hardware. Implementing new technology into any business 
however is a little more complicated than upgrading to the 
latest iPhone or buying that new 70 inch Samsung TV. 

The biggest piece is not the promise of all it can do for 
you, but that you have culture of change in your business 
that can utilize it. Having just implemented a new practice 
management system in our company, I can attest that the 
biggest hurdle was not understanding the enhancements, 
but the habits that needed to change to utilize them 
successfully. My experience is that all software companies 
tend to over promise and under deliver, however on 
reflection, was that really the problem? Was it the new 
system couldn't do what we had asked for? Or were we just 
trying to use it in the same way as our old system? 

We've all purchased software we never use, not because 
we didn't think it could help us develop our business, 
but because we didn't take the time to change our work 
habits for it to add the value it promised. Software isn’t 
the only culprit either. Putting a video conferencing unit 
on the wall, for example, will impress passers-by, but if no 
one takes the time to learn how to use it and effectively 

Hunter Business Review

P: (02) 4925 7760  www.hbrmag.com.auLet HBR help you

integrate it into their working life, it might as well as be 
that 70 inch Samsung TV (at least you could watch the 
Melbourne Cup on it!) Develop a culture of change before 
you make that investment in new technology, otherwise 
your rate of return will be lower than your savings account.

 
For further information contact SiDCOR on 1300 743 267, 

email scott@sidcor.com.au or visit www.sidcor.com.au
 

 
 

 Don’t change your systems until you are willing to change your habits

Scott Douglas, the CEO 
at SiDCOR Chartered 
Accountants, has over 20 years’ 
experience in accounting 
and taxation, having begun 
his career with international 
accounting firm KPMG. With 
extensive experience in a 
variety of industries and with 
all types of businesses from 
local entrepreneurs to national 
organisations, Scott is perfectly 
suited to provide solutions 
needed to minimise tax and 
maximise wealth. Scott has a 
Bachelor of Commerce from 
Newcastle University and is 
a member of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants.

http://www.hbrmag.com.au/advertising/
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1/17 Darby Street, Newcastle NSW 2300

Phone: 4929 7002  
Email: contacts@butlers.net.au

One firm   
twice the advice

Contact us now!

Business and Law

www.butlers.net.au

Butlers Business and Law is a unique practice  
providing cutting edge legal and accounting advice
under one roof. 

We provide solutions tailored to your needs  
with our top class expertise and resources.

 
 
 

 

 
Brooke Murphy
Butlers Business and Law

 
‘Intellectual property’ refers to anything which is a creation 

of the mind. This definition includes things such as inventions, 
names, designs, symbols, images and literary works. Recent cases 
such as the Ozemite and Ugg disputes highlight how failures to 
properly protect intellectual property can cause lengthy legal 
battles and diminish the competitive advantage of a business. 

For many businesses, intellectual property rights protect assets 
which are crucial to their brand. It is important to choose the 
types of rights which will provide the best protection of the 
intellectual property that is used in your business: 

   •  Copyright is an automatic right which exists in creative 
        works, and will protect the way that an idea is represented. 
        This is particularly relevant to businesses which use creative 
        media, such as photographs or videos. Last year, the Federal 
        Circuit Court ordered a travel agent to pay $24,000 in 
        damages for using a Hawaiian photographer’s image 
        without their permission. 
   •  Trademarks give you an exclusive right to use your brand 
        name or logo in respect of the goods and services you sell. 
        All trademarks must be registered with IP Australia. 
        Trademarks must distinguish your product rather than just 
        describe it. For example the word ‘apple’ could not be 
        registered in relation to fruit, but it was able to be registered 
        for computer products. 
   •  Patents give an inventor the exclusive right to commercially 
        exploit a novel invention for a limited period of time. 
        Patents are often granted for inventions in innovative 
        industries, such as technology and pharmaceuticals. 
        However, other types of inventions can also be protected by 
        patents, such as Mark Murray’s ‘Hamdog’ – a unique 
        hamburger/hot dog combination.
   •  Designs are the physical forms or physical features of 
        manufactured products. To be registered with IP Australia, a 
        design must be both ‘new’ and ‘distinctive.’ Design is 
         important in a wide range of products, such as computer 
        accessories, cars, and spare parts.

Along with these rights, contracts can also be used to 
protect intellectual property. If you haven’t yet proceeded 
with intellectual property protection, you should use non-
disclosure agreements to ensure protection in the interim. If an 
independent contractor creates intellectual property for your 
business, they may own the rights to the material they create 
unless it is otherwise specified in the service contract. In these 
circumstances, you must ensure relevant clauses are in the 
service contract assign ownership in intellectual property to your 
business. You must also be mindful of how contracts address 
intellectual property rights when you are purchasing a business. 
Intellectual property of the business must be assigned to the 
purchaser through the relevant agreements. 

If you are unsure of whether your intellectual property is 
sufficiently protected, you should conduct an intellectual 
property audit. This involves a review of your intellectual property, 
related agreements, policies and procedures, and competitor’s 
intellectual property. This can be a beneficial process for both 
start-ups and established businesses.

For further information contact Butlers Business and Law on 
(02) 4929 7002, email contacts@butlers.net.au 
or visit www.butlers.net.au.

 

Using intellectual property rights to protect your business

Brooke Murphy is a Solicitor 
at Butlers Business and Law. 
She completed her Bachelor of 
Laws (Honours Class I) at the 
University of Newcastle in 2014.
She is currently also undertaking 
a PhD (Laws) and was awarded an 
Australian Postgraduate Award 
scholarship.

http://butlers.net.au/
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SME owners to plan for financial freedom
 
Megan Faraday-Bensley
Prosperity Advisers Group
 

Financial independence, key person risk and being too busy to 
grow their business are some of the most common stresses facing 
SME businesses in Australia today. 

Formal business planning is squarely in the ‘too hard basket’ for 
many business leaders (72%) and this is holding them back when 
it comes to financial independence, growth and financing, and 
planning for retirement – with many SMEs without a retirement 
date and no succession plan (90%), or worse, they don’t know 
what income and assets they need at retirement (88%). 

So says a comprehensive face to face study conducted over 12 
months with more than 500 SME business leaders.

Why aren’t businesses doing strategic planning for growth?  We 
found 66% of participants in this study are too busy working in 
their business with no time to work on their business.

Here are some key business planning tips for SMEs, across 
the key areas of Strategy, People, Processes & Cash, to take the 
mystery out of planning and to help business leaders to take 
charge.
 
  1.   Everything is relative - Even if you do planning – how 
        do you know it’s going to work?  Benchmarks are 
       fundamental indicators of success and without knowing 
       how your business and activity currently performs against 
        other SMEs, you could be flying blind. Ask you adviser 
        about helping you with benchmarking your business 
        against others. 
 
  2.   What are you solving for?  You need to determine what 
        your end game is – where are you going and why? What do 
        you need to get there? What’s holding you back? What does 
        your vision look like in terms of what you sell, to whom, when, 
        where and how. 
 
  3.  Do you have the processes and systems in place to 
       implement a plan? Identify your key processes, highlight 
       what needs to change to grow where and how you want, 
       then develop the processes and enlist your team to 
       troubleshoot and own them.
 
  4.  How much money do you need? Revenue for cashflow, 
        profit target, capital for growth. How much is enough and 
        what’s the best sources of finance for your business? What do 
        you need to secure it?  How healthy is your credit history?  All 
        of these factors are important if you are looking to secure 
        outside investors or fund your growth through debt. Your 
        accountant can help you to put sums around your plans. 
 
  5.  Do you have the right skills and experience in-house to 
         implement a plan? If not, where can you find them?  Do they 
        need to be in-house or can you use a virtual CFO, marketing 
        team or cloud accounting solution? If you need experienced 
        resources for sales or development then what will it take to 
        get them and how much will it cost?  
 
  6.  Have you thought about what it will take to align your 
        staff so you can get the 1+1=3 effect? Make sure you have 
        champions for each aspect of your plan or it will fail. Hold 
        people accountable through alignment and integrating the    
        plan into every day activity. Do you need a reward system to 
        get the best out of your staff? Something simple may not 
        cost you a lot of money but could create a step change in 
        your business culture. 
 

  7.   What are your indicators for success?  Every plan needs to 
        have indicators of success and clear timelines. These help 
        form KPIs for your team and will demonstrate outcomes to 
        investors and owners when the time comes. 
 
  8.  Reassess and refocus. Use real time financial and 
        management reporting to steer incremental change. Cloud 
        Accounting solutions are your go to. Set yourself a timeline 
        for assessing success periodically and refocus where you need 
        to in real time. Cash flow is king regardless of the size of your 
        business. Don’t let your focus on expansion blind you to the 
        need for strong cash flow and money in the bank. 

There is always plenty to think about when you run your own 
business. Sharing the load with a trusted adviser will help you 
to put perspective on your vision as well as reality around your 
plans. A Board of Advice is a term used widely when it comes to 
business advisory and it can be a useful step for you to consider 
if financial freedom is your goal. Enlisting a structured Board of 
Advice with those who you trust to give you honest and informed 
insight could mean the difference between feeling stressed by 
the treadmill, and seeing your vision blossom. 
 
For further information contact Prosperity Advisers Group on 
(02) 4907 7222, email meganfb@prosperityadvisers.com.au or 
visit www.prosperityadvisers.com.au
 
 Megan Faraday-Bensley is a Director 

of Prosperity Advisers Group. She has 
20 years’ experience providing business 
and financial advice to a diverse range 
of clients across sectors including 
construction, government, property, 
professional services, health, services, 
manufacturing and technology. Megan 
works closely with her clients, assisting 
them to identify and capitalise on 
business and growth opportunities by 
understanding their needs and tailoring 
appropriate solutions for business 
management and restructuring, 
business improvement, valuations, 
financial and cashflow forecasting and 
tax planning.
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TONY CANT 
Katie Lawrence has joined the 
Commercial team at Tony Cant Real 
Estate Maitland. As a Commercial 
Property Management Associate, 
Katie brings to the role a strong 
background in customer service, 
management and sales across 
industrial and mining industries which 
provides a strong understanding of 
the factors affecting our industrial 
sector properties managed. 

CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES
After a long association of over 20 
years, Gary Shaw has taken the 
opportunity to become an equity 
partner and Director in Crest Financial 
Services. Gary is also Principal of Crest 
Accounting Nelson Bay and Crest 
Accounting Newcastle.
 

McCABES LAWYERS
Elizabeth McDonald has been 
promoted to a Principal Lawyer at 
McCabes Lawyers (Newcastle) Pty 
Ltd.  Elizabeth is a senior property 
lawyer with experience in rural and 
Crown land, Aboriginal title, water 
rights, easement and land access 
negotiations and property disputes.  
She leads one of the most specialised 
property law practices in the Hunter 
Region.  
 

CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES
After a number of years as part of 
the successful team at Crest Financial 
Services, Patrick Hancock has 
become a director and equity holder. 
Patrick enjoys the challenge that the 
financial planning industry brings, 
creating opportunities and value for 
his clients.

SLR CONSULTING
Environmental consultancy, SLR 
Consulting has appointed civil engineer, 
Paul Delaney as Technical Discipline 
Manager in the Civil and Structural 
Engineering team. Paul has over 30 
years’ experience in managing the 
design development of civil engineering 
projects in the infrastructure, mining 
and urban development sectors.  Prior 
to joining SLR, Paul held various senior 
management and executive level 
positions with Calibre Consulting, 
AECOM and WSP PB.
 

CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Rhys Higgins (CFP), who has 
been financial planning with Crest 
Financial Services for several years, 
has become an equity partner with 
this locally owned firm. Rhys has 
made this long term commitment 
as he strongly believes that Crest 
provides valuable and effective 
advice outcomes for their clients.
 

NEW. PERM. BUILDING SOCIETY
Newcastle Permanent Building Society 
has announced the appointment of 
Jeff Eather to the role of Chairman. Jeff 
is a former CEO of NBN television, has 
served on the Newcastle Permanent  
Board since May 2013 and has  held 
roles as Chairman of the Audit 
committee and as a member of the 
Corporate Governance  & Nominations 
and Risk Management committees. He 
is a qualified accountant, a Director of 
Newcastle Friendly  Society and Hunter  
Water Corporation and Managing                
Director  of the Callaghan Institute.                 

We want 
to hear 

about your 
new business! 

w w w.HBR mag.com.au E: garry@HBRmag.com.au

Let us know about your people.

Hunter Business Review

www.hbrmag.com.au
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Strata & Community Title Property ManagersP 4942 3305 A 34 Smith St, Charlestown W lakegroupstrata.com.au

Experience • Knowledge • Service

Newcastle • Lake Macquarie • Myall Lakes • Hunter Valley

Lake Group Strata. Industry leaders with proven experience.

These three simple things set us apart as the Industry leaders. For more than 21 years we have 
been the trusted choice for property professionals and owners. In that time we have developed the 
knowledge and expertise to handle strata and community title management with a level of service 
that sets the standard for others to follow. 

4387

Rethink Property Activity Intentions Report 
Rethink Financial Group (Rethink)’s third annual Property 

Activity Intentions Report has highlighted the popularity of 
Newcastle. At a recent local property workshop hosted by 
Rethink, 100% of guests surveyed intend on making a property 
transaction in the next 12 months and 90% of those transactions 
are intended purchases. This is up 20% from the last intentions 
report in 2014.

Only 10% of those surveyed plan to sell a property in the next 12 
months and of that 10%, most of those sales were to restructure 
an investment portfolio and to purchase another property.

It’s not just Novocastrians that love the city, Rethink’s property 
workshop guest speaker Will Hosking Co-founder and Director 
of PMC Property Buyers who works all over the East Coast of 
Australia explained the reality of the Newcastle market and why 
Newcastle is a great long-term attraction.

“People with equity in Sydney look at Newcastle and go, it’s 
so cheap! I can get a 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom, lock-up garage, 
400 square meter block and within 8 kilometers of the CBD for 
$650,000! Compared to some one bedroom apartments in Sydney’s 
Northern Beaches going for over $1 million, with no parking.”

While Newcastle property prices are at an all-time high of 
$495,000 (2016 median house price), we are displaying extremely 
high confidence in our city and property market. Of the intended 
property purchases in the next 12 months, the majority of these 
are likely to be investments (83%). Investor activity is up 8% on 
two years’ ago and 24% on 2013. 

Another of Rethink’s property workshop guest speakers, Mark 
Kentwell, Founding Director of PRDnationwide Newcastle and 
Lake Macquarie believes that Newcastle is only two years into the 
best 10 years it’s going to experience. 

“Not all of that period is going to be growth, but in terms of 
transformation and lifestyle we’re looking at our best 10 years 
in my view.”

Mark said the reasons the following are some of the reasons that 
make Newcastle popular:

   •  Economic – The Newcastle property market now has 
        many more drivers, including education, entertainment 
        and  industries. We have a massive RAAF base that’s just 
        secured another federal funding injection which is a boost 
        for local defense contractors, Hunter New England Health is 
        the largest employer in our region, the University of 
        Newcastle is now rated among the top 250 universities 

        globally and we still have coal mining, but there is also a rise 
        of many new up- coming industries. Plus, our region has got 
        both lifestyle and geography. We have the Hunter Valley 
        wine industries just up the road and 12-15 of the most 
        beautiful beaches in Australia.”
 •   Diversity - Newcastle has one of the most typical demographic 
         spreads in all of Australia. That’s why major national and global 
         companies actually test  their  products here in Newcastle first, 
         so they can gauge their performance elsewhere across the 
         country.
   •  Proximity to Sydney - As Sydney becomes more 
        unaffordable people talk about either moving interstate, or 
        Newcastle gets thrown around a lot. The proximity to 
        Sydney means your family in Sydney is only 2 hours away.
   •  Geography – Due to parts of Newcastle being 
        contained to a peninsula it makes our city quite tightly 
        held and difficult for development and oversupply to 
        take place. 

“Not all of that period is 
going to be growth, but in 
terms of transformation 
and lifestyle we’re looking 
at our best 10 years in my 
view.”     Mark Kentwell - Director 

                       PRDnationwide Newcastle and 
                       Lake Macquarie

 

http://www.lakegroupstrata.com.au/
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We are a boutique Commercial Real Estate office that opened its 
doors nearly 20 years ago due to a growing need within the Dowling 

Group for an office to specialise in servicing clients on all commercial, 
retail & industrial leasing, sales & management.  

Our business primarily exists on referrals from satisfied clients where 
we provide sound advice and personal service from experienced 

consultants.  

If we can assist you with your Commercial Real Estate needs, please 
do not hesitate to contact our office or visit our website. 

FOR LEASE - HAMILTON 
 Soon to be refurbished building located in the heart of Beaumont Street 

 Retail shop with an area of approximately 200m2 

 Owner will provide new shop front, amenities and  air-conditioning  

 Awning and façade will also be refurbished with generous signage available 

 Further incentives for food related, get in early to have your say on the final product 

For further details contact   DAVID ROGERS on 0425 267 111 

Construction of Riverlink 
Building commenced

Work on The Riverlink Building, a key part of the $9.92 million 
second component of The Levee Development has commenced. 
The project costs are being met through grant funding from the 
NSW Government Restart NSW Resources for Regions program.

The new Riverlink Building will connect High Street to the banks 
of the Hunter River. It will also see the creation of public open 
space, public art, new amenities and a café.

Council’s General Manager David Evans says “It has been a little over 
12 months since Council officially opened The Levee Development 
Component One to vehicle traffic, which has seen the space blossom 
with activity. Although preliminary work on elements of Component 
Two began in June, the focus now shifts to work on The Riverlink 
Building, which will further help in transforming the space into the 
premier lifestyle precinct for Maitland.

“It’s great news that work is starting on The Riverlink Building. The 
community has really embraced The Levee and this project will 
strengthen the city’s historic relationship with the Hunter River.”

Graph Building (Graph) has been contracted to deliver the project 
on behalf of Council, who will work closely with them to ensure that 
construction is completed successfully with minimal disruption to 
traders and building owners within The Levee Shared Zone.

“There is a lot of work to do between now and when the project 
is completed, however the end product will be an incredible 
space that adds to the range of leisure options already available in 
Central Maitland”, added Mr Evans.

Initial works will include the disconnection of services, removal of 
existing building awnings and the demolition of the three buildings 
where The Riverlink Building will eventually stand.

The Riverlink Building is scheduled to be completed by the end of 2017.

Property Council welcomes tax discussions
The Property Council has welcomed renewed interest from the 

Baird government in abolishing stamp duty as part of broader 
reform of the property tax based taxes in NSW.

Property Council NSW Executive Director Jane Fitzgerald said 
that stamp duty is an inefficient tax that ramps up house prices 
and worsens housing affordability.

“The Property Council has long been a strong proponent of 
scrapping stamp duty; Stamp duty is a rollercoaster tax that rises and 
falls with property markets and the government needs to move to 
more efficient taxes if they want to reliably budget for services.”

Ms Fitzgerald said the Property Council stood ready to work with 
the Minister for Finance, Dominic Perrottet, on how to change the 
tax mix to improve housing supply and housing affordability.

“Stamp duty is a dreadful tax. It decreases labour mobility, is a 
disincentive to downsizing and mobility and is an increased cost 
to business,” Ms Fitzgerald said.

Ms Fitzgerald said that whilst there was no doubt that scrapping 
stamp duty would provide a major productivity boost to the 
NSW economy a simple swap to land tax, including on the family 
home, was unlikely to be politically palatable.

“The property industry already pays about $9.8 billion in taxes 
to the NSW state government, the state’s single largest tax payer,” 
Ms Fitzgerald said.

“Any tax change that adds to that burden on business and property 
would be a handbrake on growth and damage confidence and so we 
need to tread carefully about any major changes and consider all the 
likely impacts across all property sectors.”

Ms Fitzgerald said the Property Council looks forward to further 
working with the NSW state government to overhaul the tax system 
and exploring options for a fairer more transparent system.

http://www.dowlingcommercial.com.au/
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CENTRAL MAITLAND LOCATION - PERFECT 
INVESTMENT NOW “THE LEVEE” WORKS 
ARE COMPLETE
Currently tenanted to Sports Apparel & Footwear 
business.
 • Quality building in exceptional location
 • Clean & Tidy - meet the most discerning buyer
 • Air Conditioned
 • 1 Year lease from 9 November 2015 - with 1 year option
 • Passing income $35,000pa + GST + Outgoings
 • Separate kitchen & amenities areas
AGENT’S COMMENT: This is a quality investment and building 
at the start of the Maitland Levee precinct. Worth a look by 
astute investors. Call now so you don’t miss out!
Contact: Michael Maffey on (0438) 049 366.

P: 4933 6299  W: www.tonycant.com.au

MAILTAND                                       FOR LEASE
                                                                   $28,000 PA Nett + GST 
                                                  

WELL KNOWN TAKE- AWAY SHOP READY 
FOR YOUR TWIST
This landmark corner location and well known take-
away shop is back on the market.
The opportunity for a food related business awaits the 
enthusiastic & hardworking operator!
Comes equipped with a lot of the requirements to start your 
business immediately:
  • Grease trap
  • Stainless steel benches
  • Coolroom with glass fronted doors
  • Food industry approved site
  • Range hood
  • Fryer - Plenty more
  • Plenty of parking at the rear
Please call Michael Maffey on (0438) 049 366 now 
to arrange an inspection. Ready to occupy immediately.

MAITLAND                               FOR SALE                    
                                                    Expression of Interest 

MAITLAND                               FOR SALE
                                   Offers over $420,000 + GST 

PRIME INVESTMENT WITH UPSIDE - 
RETURNING APPROX. $316,000 PA NET*
   •  High profile location
   •  Net rentals
   • Quality finishes
   • 29 allocated car spaces
   • Brilliant natural light
   • Ability to Strata Title - (draft plan already done) 
This property is a first class, modern office building with 
strong returns, it deserves inclusion in any portfolio.
Income $227,860 pa approx with *Potential fully leased 
net income of $316,000 pa. Tenants include: Heffron 
Consulting, Mission Providence Employment Services.
Call Michael Maffey on (0438) 049 366 now. 

LETS US KNOW 
ABOUT YOUR 

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
LAMBTON                                 FOR LEASE
                                                 $41,500pa + OGs + GST

Office with parking at the front door – freshly renovated 
with disabled amenities.  Area 229m2 (approx)

HEATHERBRAE                          FOR SALE
                                                                             $3,250,000

Investment returning 8%. Fresh lease to 
national tenant. Great highway exposure, future 
development potential. Annual rent $260,000.                      
ALAN TONKS  0425 302 770 

NEWCASTLE WEST                 FOR LEASE
                                                       $30,000pa + OGS + GST  

Don’t miss this opportunity to secure affordable office 
space in the booming west end. Only minutes from 
the new transit interchange & Market town.             
STEVE COX 0425 302 773

CBD location with dual street frontage to both Darby 
and King Streets. Approx. 468m² building with huge 
future development potential.   

RUTHERFORD                         FOR LEASE        
                                        $65,000pa + OGs + GST

Air conditioned warehouse located within a security gated 
complex. Features high eave clearance, auto roller door 
access & customer parking. Total area 1,000m².  

NEWCASTLE                                AUCTION
                                                         17/11/2016

 JASON MORRIS  0425 302 778

RAINE & HORNE COMMERCIAL NEWCASTLE
Phone: (02) 4915 3000

Web: www.rhplus.com.au
Email: kim@rhplus.com.au

STEVEN DICK 0425 302 771

PAUL TILDEN 0425 302 772

http://www.tonycant.com.au/
http://www.rhnewcastle.com/
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Paul Martinovic
Managing Director
Pinpoint Computer Services
 

We have had a fair share of disasters and bad weather in the 
Hunter and smart people know most businesses need a backup 
and disaster recovery plan.  Disasters like fire, flood, earthquake, 
and more can bring your systems to a halt. Systems including 
order processing, invoicing, emails, sales, and business phone are 
critical for daily operations. 

Without a backup and disaster recovery plan, organisations that 
encounter a disaster run the risk of going out of business. Here are 
some tips for getting your Backup and Disaster Recovery plan in place.

 
Consider the risk of downtime
Understanding your business risk in the event of a disaster – 

and related downtime, data loss and other factors – is a good 
place to start. 

Factor in loss of productivity from your employees. This can 
be quantified by calculating employee salaries, wages and 
overhead for every hour of downtime. You can also calculate loss 
of revenue if you are unable to process orders, have to disrupt 
manufacturing, or lose the ability to fulfill customer demand.

Also, add in any long-term damage from loss of reputation if 
you were to suffer a long-term outage. These costs easily add up 
to impact your company’s bottom line in the case of a disaster 
recovery scenario.

 
Build your backup and disaster recovery plan
Not all of your data is mission critical. Some systems may be 

more critical than others to get your company back operationally. 
Determine which systems are most important to your daily 

operations. Decide how much risk you are willing to take in terms 
of hours, days or weeks of downtime.

CLOUD
SOLUTIONS
• CLOUD BACKUP- OFF SITE
• HOSTED SERVERS
• HOSTED MYOB AND QUICKBOOKS
• HOSTED MICROSOFT OFFICE
• LOCAL DATA CENTRE

OUR DEDICATION TO QUALITY SOLUTIONS, 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES MAKES US A RELIABLE 

PARTNER FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Unit 3, 3 Glenwood Drive, Thornton NSW 2322.
Phone 02 4966 0391
www.pinpointcomputers.com.au

OCAL DATA CENTRE

A
W
14

73
57

7

Systems that keep your employees productive and revenue flowing 
in your business may need to take priority. You may need redundant 
failover for phones, email and order processing to ensure maximum 
employee productivity and minimum loss of revenue. 

Other data, including shared files, may not be as critical and 
could be restored from an hourly, daily, weekly or monthly 
backup with minimal disruption to productivity and little 
economic loss. Review and document your decisions to guide 
your planning. Also factor in the human element to train your 
employees what to do in a disaster.

 
Implement, test and monitor your backup
Once you understand your risks and have a documented plan, 

you can align your goals with a backup and disaster recovery 
solution. You can now begin to implement real-time redundancy 
for Cloud Backup for mission-critical systems. 

Where possible, consider having alternate sources of backup 
in case one system fails. Depending on the disaster recovery 
scenario, this could be worth the investment. Test your backup 
before you go live, and be sure to test the restoration and 
recovery processes as well. You should also monitor your backups 
regularly to identify and remedy failures as they occur.

Being prepared with a solid plan for backup and disaster 
recovery ensures employee productivity and safety. It can also 
make the difference between business recovery and business 
failure. 

 
For further information contact Pinpoint Computer Services 

on (02) 4966 0391, email paul@pinpintcomputers.com.au or 
visit www.pinpointcomputers.com.au
 

Does your business have a backup and disaster recovery plan?

http://pinpointit.com.au/
http://www.rhnewcastle.com/
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Toshiba opens Newcastle showroom 
Global technology company Toshiba opened a showroom and 

direct branch at 426 King Street, Newcastle in August to serve 
Hunter and Central Coast businesses. 

As the technical supplier to the Newcastle Knights, Toshiba has 
been working closely with management and administration staff 
to streamline their office processes with the latest technology. 
Some of the Knights players were on hand at the official opening 
of the showroom to meet and greet.

National Marketing Manager, Andrew Simpson, said the new 
Newcastle showroom provides a convenient central location for 
Hunter and Central Coast businesses to trial the latest Toshiba 
office equipment.

“Business technology is constantly changing. The new 
showroom allows us to demonstrate the latest technology in a 
location convenient to local businesses,” Andrew said.

“We employ local staff that have intimate knowledge of 
Newcastle and the Hunter, with the advantage of being backed 
by an innovative global brand like Toshiba.”

Investing in HR systems

Lyndell Fogarty
performHR

 With the ever increasing complexity of the Australian 
employment legislative environment, investing in robust HR 
systems is becoming more of an essential rather than a nice to 
have. And, with the plethora of low cost options now available, 
the access for all organisations has never been this easy. 

10 years ago, investing in a technology platform to support HR 
(commonly known as a HRIS) was a consideration for corporates 
only – system providers were geared for enterprise versions 
with enterprise fees (costly implementations, customisations, 
and ongoing service fees). With the move away from onsite 
server based solutions to cloud technology, the market has been 
disrupted and there are now many more providers – and this is a 
great thing.

Technology should be viewed as an enabler, not the entire 
solution. It is a tool and needs to be considered in the context 
of the organisations operations, culture, desired behaviours and 
how sustainable the ideal processes are. When considering a HRIS, 
some of the factors to evaluate include: what information is to be 
captured; how and who will have access to that information; what 
the information will support; and how the system will solve (or 
improve) current pain points. 

We get approached regularly by system developers to 
‘champion’ their system to our clients. Many of these 
organisations have great products on offer, so we get to see first-
hand what is available, and what their continuous improvement 
strategy entails. Clients have also asked why we don’t have our 
own HRIS. My response to this is, if we have our own, we then 

changing 
the way
HR is done.
Our vision is “to change the way HR is done” by challenging the 
status quo of HR service delivery around the globe. Our team 
provides specialist HR expertise to a broad range of industries 
on an adhoc or ongoing basis.

Working across the 8 functional areas of HR, our team provides 
HR tools and advice to assist with the achievement of your 
organisation’s goals and objectives.

We are committed to providing you with peace of mind, clarity 
of direction and HR capability that works for you.

1300 406 005

info@performhr.com.au

www.performhr.com.au

START THE CONVERSATION

become a system provider, not a solution provider. There is a big 
difference. Organisations need an impartial expert to provide 
them with recommendations for providers (or a provider) based 
on an assessment. 

At performHR, our role is to understand what problem/s we are 
solving for our clients and then to build the solution with them 
(and part of this is often sourcing and implementing technology 
solutions). With not only the complexity of the legislative 
environment with which we work, but also the complexity in the 
way that we work – virtual workplaces, travel, managing diverse 
workforces, and how things continue to change and evolve – a 
technology solution that improves HR process and information in 
an organisation should support leaders to lead. 

This is the fundamental reason why the discussion around a 
HRIS should take place – does the investment, implementation 
and ongoing use of a HRIS make our leader’s role easier? How you 
measure that is up to you – however, you need to know your ROI, 
otherwise, it remains a ‘good idea’.  

 For futher information contact performHR on 1300 406 005, 
email lyndell@performHR.com.au or visit www.performhr.com.au

Lyndell Fogarty is CEO and one of the 
founders of performHR, Australia’s leading 
provider of outsourced HR for mid-tier 
organisations. Her team, located across the 
eastern seaboard of Australia, work with 
businesses to provide them with access to 
professional HR support delivered when and 
where they need it. 

The official opening of Toshiba’s new Newcastle showroom

http://www.performhr.com.au/
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Gerard Maher, Managing Director of Pivotal Business Systems 
Pty Ltd has announced the acquisition of Andor Systems Pty Ltd 
effective 1 November 2016. 

“Technology is rapidly changing business,” said Gerard. 
“Products and services that in the past were considered and 
purchased separately such as IT systems, software and hardware 
peripherals need to come together into a unified approach 
under sound process design to maximise business efficiency and 
affordability. 

“We have decided to bring Pivotal Business Systems and Andor 
IT Systems together to ensure we achieve this for our customers. 
With Pivotal’s strength in the Office Automation products 
industry together with Andor’s experience in the IT Services 
industry we will provide our customers with a total package 
of expertise and products to meet their current and future 
business technology needs.”

John Smith is also enthusiastic about the merge.
“The decision to merge with Pivotal will allow us, together, to 

bring a complimentary suite of products and services to both 
existing and new clients, extending our solutions focus across 
regional and metropolitan NSW,” said John.

“Importantly, both our companies have long histories in the 
region. Pivotal Business Systems has over 40 years’ experience 
whilst Andor has over 37 years, so in some way we have both 
simultaneously seen the needs of business evolve from each 
of our respective sides of the technology fence. We value and 
respect the other’s experience.” 

That respect is a key reason why John will continue in the 
key role of heading Andor, which over time will become, the IT 
Services group within Pivotal. 

Together we will help you transform technology from 
a necessary commodity to a strategic asset that gives 
your business the edge that it needs to win.

We offer:
    ●  IT Services – Provides IT solutions encompassing design, implementation and 
         operations support including:
        •  Cloud Solutions
        •  Secure Desktop
        •  Integrated Solutions (IT Projects)
        •  Managed Services
        •  Outsourced Service Desk
         Managed Print Services - Simplifies and optimises your printing solution
         Point-Of-Sale Systems – To maximise the efficiency, profitability and 
         security within the hospitality, lifestyle and retail industries
         Business Process Optimisation - Provides an understanding and design of 
          processes prior to determining the products and services required to support them
    ●  Managed Content Services - Ensures your company is efficient in Capturing, 
         Distributing Storing, Retrieving and documents
 

Office in Central Coast (Tuggerah), Newcastle (Hamilton), Hunter Region (Singleton), New England 
Region (Tamworth), Mid North Coast (Port Macquarie)  Phone: 1300 132 000    
Email: sales@pivotalbusiness.com.au  Web: www.pivotalbusiness.com.au

Two leading regional 
services providers are 

coming together to 
offer industry leading 
product and services 
to the Hunter, Central 

Coast, Newcastle, 
New England and 
Mid North Coast 

regions.

THE SERVICES JUST GOT BETTER

John Smith said “We will run Andor in its current state as 
we work through our transition phase to ensure there is no 
interruption to our valued existing clients. 

“I’m excited to have the opportunity to present our suite of 
high quality IT services and product, including great cloud 
solutions to Pivotal’s customers and simultaneously grow our 
loyal customer base through the value, products and services 
that Pivotal’s expertise brings”

Gerard Maher continued, saying “Both companies have a 
strong client base across industries including mining, education 
and childcare, manufacturing and professional services, real 
estate and hospitality, legal and accounting and have tailored 
great solutions for each individual company’s needs. We also 
offer flexible and innovative finance packaging as we have our 
own internal finance operation.”

 

Purchase of Andor Systems by 
Pivotal Business Systems

Gerard Maher with John Smith

http://www.pivotalbusinesssystems.com.au/
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From start-up to cloud – 
a retrospect and vision

18 years in partnership, 20 years of Diamond ICT, a couple of 
visionaries, directors Robert Buck and Martin Thurgate recently 
had the honour of being invited to present to the Australian 
Computer Society Newcastle Chapter. They covered lessons they 
had learnt in growing from a startup in Newcastle to a successful 
multicity business, the technology trends they had seen along the 
way and what they predict for the future.

“We have had a multitude of challenges along the way, as 
any small to medium business owner would relate to but sheer 
persistence, the passion of the team and the right business 
partnerships have helped shape where we are today” said Robert.

Robert also discussed how the face of modern marketing for 
businesses is shifting from traditional search methods (Yellow 
pages) and even modern search methods (Google) to forming 
strong connections through networking and leveraging LinkedIn. 
No longer a CV showcase, LinkedIn is a powerful business 
professional network with nearly 3.5 million users in Australia. 

Martin went on to discuss technology trends they have 
observed, highlighting that technology is in a better place now to 
deliver productivity than ever before, providing more reliability 
and lower cost opportunities for businesses. 

“Technology has always been my passion and I get excited 
about the future of where technology is headed. We are seeing 
the fast development of the PC in your pocket concept, allowing 
users to connect to various dumb terminals, really enabling the 
mobile workforce through hot desking options,” said Martin.

“Workforce requirements for business will also continue 
to change with the development in Robotics and Artificial 
Intelligence, as recently seen with the introduction of JiLL – a 
humanoid robot receptionist being piloted at Global property 
services firm JLL in Sydney,” Martin added. 

The hot topics for today, raised and discussed during Q&A, were 
Cloud hosting and data security, particularly with the continued 
incidents of Ransomware, Malware and Brute Force attacks 
covered in the media almost daily…

“We have been fortunate to divert Ransomware attempts on our 
customers through our custom made RansomBlocker solution 
designed in-house that basically detects, isolates and sounds an 
alarm, allowing us to prevent the spread of serious ransomware 
infections. 

Our top three recommendations for protecting business [and 
home] include a solid password policy, a data recovery plan and 
reliable firewall equipment coupled with continued education on 
how to avoid these evolving threats,” commented Martin. 

“We are seeing Cloud hosting and data sovereignty concerns 
becoming less of an issue with vendors investing in infrastructure 
here in Australia. We recommend businesses take the time to read 
through the fine print when engaging with any Cloud vendor,” 
added Robert.

For more information and tips on how to keep your business 
protected, please contact 
Diamond at www.diamondgroup.net.au/startup2cloud/

Grants for innovative tech start-ups
Gordon Whitehead MMktg, CPM, FAMI
ASBAS Coordinator 
The Business Centre

 Are you looking to develop a concept or prototype? Are you 
searching for partners to develop a new innovative solution? Ever 
wondered what grants are available for your startup?

The NSW Government provides a couple of grants under the 
$190 million Jobs for NSW Fund with at least 30% allocated to 
supporting the growth of businesses in regional NSW.

The Minimum Viable Product Grant is designed for promising 
start-ups that are not yet generating revenue to engage with a 
potential business customer, or channel to market, and create 
innovative solutions that address compelling industry needs or 
market gaps. Successful applicants receive matched funding of 
up to 50% of approved project costs to a maximum of $25,000 to 
develop a concept or prototype and assess market fit.

The solution must use an enabling technology, which is a new 
technology or new use for existing technology that enables new 
products, services, or more efficient processes (e.g. mobile, cloud, 
analytics, sensors, advanced materials). Funding is provided 
for the development of the solution to the stage where basic 
functionality can be demonstrated to a potential business 
customer (end user which is a business), OR channel to market 
(distributor that will on-sell the product).

The Building Partnerships program provides up to 35% of 
project costs (to a maximum of $100,000), to consortia/partners 
to develop innovative, new-to-market solutions. The solution 
must use an enabling technology to address a compelling 
industry need or market gap. ‘Enabling Technologies’ are new 
technologies or new uses for existing technologies that enable 
new products, services, or more efficient processes (e.g. mobile, 
cloud, analytics, sensors, advanced materials).

This grant aims to foster collaboration between industry 
partners toward delivering a compelling, new-to-market offering. 
This consortia model of Lead Company, Pilot Organisation, and 
Partner is specifically designed to build relationships that create a 
solution with a strong opportunity for commercial success.

However, to be considered a startup must be either: a resident 
of a co-working space, incubator or accelerator program or an 
established business able to provide recent financial statements 
to Jobs for NSW. 

 For more information on these grants go to 
www.jobsfornsw.com.au or contact the Business Centre on 
(02) 4925 7700 or gordon@businesscentre.com.au

DON’T BE HELD 
TO RANSOM
Take our free Security 
Assessment today to 
see how vulnerable 
your business is... 
diamondgroup.net.au/security

http://www.diamondgroup.net.au/
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2016 NEWi Awards
The Lunaticks Society Inc. has announced the recipients of 

the 2016 NEWi Awards for Digital Creativity. The winners were 
announced at the NEWi Awards Ceremony held in Newcastle, on 
30 September. 

Society President of The Lunaticks Society, Gordon Whitehead 
said, “Congratulations to all of this year’s winners. Judging was 
thorough and rigorous and there emerged a number of very 
outstanding entries. The Award winners were top notch and fly 
the flag for regional digital innovators.” 

The Society’s highest honour, the Joe Award, was awarded to 
the chair of Eighteen04, Gunilla Burrowes, for her outstanding 
contribution to promoting green tech and smart city technologies 
and startups. 

Sponsored by Softlayer, local startup Evergen took home 
$120,000 for Best Cloud Solution, with their advanced solar 
storage system. 

Established in 2011, the NEWi Awards has quickly grown 
to become the leading awards program for regional digital 
innovators, offering an outstanding platform to get the 
recognition regional innovators deserve, and the rewards of 
promoting to a wider Australian audience. 

The 2016 NEWi Awards winners were: 
Best Green Tech Solution Sponsored - SwitchDin  
Best International Tech Startup - Reffind  
Best Mobile Application - Liftango  
Best Tourism Solution - Newcastle Inspired by Out of the Square  
Best Educational Solution - eCoach 
Best Online Publication - Opus.org.au designed and built by 
Nativ Design & HyperWeb Communications  
Best Cloud Solution - Evergen  
Best Online Video - Brokenwood by Rollingball  
Best Government Solution - Bluezone Group  
Best Digital Agency - Zimpleweb  
Best Smart City Solution - SwitchDin  
Best Tech Startup - Liftango  
Best Website - Theahc.org.au by Zimpleweb  
The Joe Award - Gunilla Burrowes 
 

Eighteen04 part of iconic 
brewery site renewal

Local cleantech and smart city startup incubator Eighteen04 
(named after the founding date for Newcastle) is becoming 
part of a significant renewal of the Great Northern Brewery and 
Hamilton TAFE site.  A new coworking and startup incubator 
space in Newcastle’s Digital Precinct will work to attract high 
potential startups and entrepreneurs. 

The Minster for Industry, Resources and Energy, Mr Anthony 
Roberts, has announced an injection of support from 
NSW Government through their Jobs for NSW program for 
Eighteen04. The aim is to build on Eighteen04’s initial track 
record of supporting new ventures in cleantech and smart city 
technologies, building the next generation of Australian based 
technology ventures addressing global markets. 

The Hamilton TAFE building, originally opened in Nov 1888 
as The Great Northern Brewery represents one of Newcastles 
enduring industrial sites and an iconic piece of regional 
architecture. Eighteen04 and Hunter TAFE have negotiated 
a revitalisation of this beautiful old building to breathe new 
life into it as an innovation space for emerging cleantech and 
smart city ventures, local investor groups and key enablers.  

For the last 18 months Eighteen04 has operated as a guest 
of the CSIRO Energy Centre in Mayfield West quickly attracting 
a range of new residents. Demand outstripped space and it's 
now time to scale into a larger, more centralised building in 
Newcastle West. 

Newcastle is ideally situated as a central point for access 
to a diverse range of industries, a long and vibrant culture 
of innovation and entrepreneurship, with a track record in 
addressing global markets. As such the investment from 
NSW Government is an important push for the local start-up 
ecosystem with its potential to foster and grow viable, high 
growth, high impact ventures and create new jobs. Eighteen04 
aims to play a niche role with high value scalable ventures 
directly generating more than 200 new tech jobs over the next 
4 years. 

"Technology based companies are well recognised as having 
significant beneficial multiplier impacts - that is, creating more 
economic impact per job created - than any other industry," 
said Eighteen04 Chair, Gunilla Burrowes. 

"Our region is well positioned as an epicentre of clean-energy 
research and enjoys a growing reputation as an affordable, 
attractive place for startups with excellent access to skilled 
graduates from University and TAFE, and industries seeking 
transformation with an innovation edge. 

“At Eighteen04, we are investing significant personal time 
and resources across our skilled board to ensure our residents 
are well supported to give them the best chances of success at 
incubation and growth. 

“This investment by Jobs for NSW will go a long way to 
providing a new facility to drive growth, building on regional 
comparative advantages, and contribute to a supportive local 
entrepreneurial community.” 
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Mild Steel, Stainless Steel, Galvanised Steel,  
Aluminium and Wear Plate to your specifications 

 

Plasma and Laser Cutting ♦ Welding, Pressing, Rolling & Folding 
Pipes & Duct ♦ Cyclones, Cradles, Chutes, Bins & Hoppers  

Rotary & Butterfly Valves and Fittings ♦ Screw Conveyors ♦ Fans 
Ladders & Platforms ♦ Handrails & Guardrails ♦ Racking 

  
INSTALAIR PTY LTD, 9 Creek Road, MARYLAND, NSW, 2287   

Ph: 02 4951 7177   sales@instalair.com.au 
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Opportunities for local manufacturers
We all know that manufacturing in Australia is not easy but the 

outlook is certainly brighter than much of the mass media and 
even some of our politicians would have us believe.

It is true that it is close to impossible to compete against low 
wage cost countries in many mass produced, labour intensive 
products. But the sector is learning what areas it can compete and 
there are plenty of good news stories where Aussie manufacturers 
take on and successfully compete against the best the world has 
to offer.

Generally speaking the most successful Australia manufacturers 
are export focussed, well connected, innovative, agile and 
forward thinking. They typically provide a unique or high quality 
solution that is not as price sensitive as low value , mass-produced 
products. They leverage off their knowledge and problem solving 
abilities to create their market.

Whilst some only see the threats facing manufacturers in 
Australia, our industry leaders are seeing the opportunities 
available to take their operations to new levels.

The following are just some of these opportunities.
 
Advanced manufacturing plant and equipment
The latest generation of technologically advanced plant and 

equipment is significantly reducing the advantages enjoyed by 
low labour cost countries.

Whilst labour costs are still a factor, the increased productivity 
that this equipment provides means that the advantage is 
becoming thinner and thinner.

The cost of such more automated equipment is also reducing 
and much more accessible to lower volume producers than ever 
before in the past.

 
Technology across the operation
Technology is also providing major efficiencies in the way 

manufactures operate – from design through to planning, 
raw materials, warehousing, dispatch and every aspect of 
management.

It also enables manufacturers to be reactive to market changes 
and provide a level of service that was previously impossible.

 
New components and pricing structures
Successful manufacturers keep an eye on new technology at 

the component level to assess if it can be utilised to improve their 
business.

Cost structures are also often changing, making once cost 
prohibitive components more cheaper. This is particularly true 
when they are utilised in mass consumer products where the high 
volumes are driving cost down. Take for example smart phones 
– they have completely changed the cost structures for image 
sensors, GPS components, accelerometers and much more.

 
Innovation
Innovation obviously spreads through the entire organisation of 

the most successful manufacturers.
In essence they are always considering what could be done 

better and then taking the actions to make it happen. It may be 
a small change in procedures or all the way up to a completely 
new product, but it is always aimed at improvement and new 
solutions.

It is positive that our political leaders are finally recognising the 
importance of encouraging innovation in the Australia economy. 
There is still much to be done in this area but there have been 
some very positive moves.

 
Collaborative models
The successful business models for 21st century manufacturers 

invariably includes a greater level of collaboration than older 
traditional” business models.

By connecting with other manufacturers, many manufacturers 
do quite well in providing just a part of the entire solution. It 
allows individual manufacturers to focus on what they do best 
and team up with other organisations to provide a powerful team 
of capabilities.

There is also increased collaboration with the marketplace, 
gaining knowledge of how a business may provide a better or 
new solution to their end users. 

 
Conclusion
There is no doubt that our local manufacturers face many 

challenges, but those that are most successful don’t dwell on the 
negatives but also see the opportunities. 

They are never settled with their current operations and 
understand that standing still in today’s dynamic world is going 
backwards. They are always considering what can be done better 
and most importantly act to benefit their entire operations.

http://www.instalair.com.au/
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with 20 tonne and 5tonne overhead cranes. The workshop 
includes dedicated areas for Thermal Arc Metal Spraying, 
Hydraulics, Sandblasting, and Painting. The total workshop area 
spans 2000 sqm with a hardstand of 4000 sqm. 

Their variety of services, their versatility, and their commitment 
to both quality and customer service, makes Denton Engineering 
& Hydraulics a one-stop heavy engineering workshop geared to 
continue servicing the Hunter region well into the future.

   
 

THERMAL ARC METAL RECLAMATION . . .     
                           . . .  extending the life of your machinery 

Fully Equipped Machine Shop 
Turning to 5m between centres 
Horizontal & vertical boring to 10 tonne capacity 
Bed Mill (5mtr table travel) & Universal Milling  
Overhaul and manufacture of hydraulic cylinders 
Thermal Arc Metal Spraying  
Overhaul of hydraulic cylinders, pumps, gearboxes 

       Suppliers of hydraulic & pneumatic seals, pumps & motors 
 Fabrication/Welding 
 Sandblasting & Painting 
 24 hour breakdown service 
  
     P. 02-4964  4295 
     E.  sales@dentonengineering.com.au 
     W. www.dentonengineering.com.au  

 

Address:  2/118 Glenwood Drive, 
THORNTON NSW 2322 

Multi award winning company exports
HMS Equipment, part of the HMS Group of Companies Australia, 

has exported their first machines to China.
HMS was awarded a Government grant from the Australian 

Government’s Entrepreneurs Programme 2015, from the 
Department of Industry, Innovation and Science to assist with 
exporting to China.

HMSE has designed and commercialised the HMS Mini Loader 
that collects fallen coal from under working conveyors. This 
innovative machine not only reduces the down time with 
stoppages but also ensures heating does not occur with excessive 
spillages, and therefore removes the risk involved with cleaning 
under conveyors.

This grant has given HMSE a boost for exporting to China and also 
gives local manufacturing hope as Jamie Howard the Managing 
Director uses suppliers in the Hunter. Jamie is a firm believer in giving 
work locally and especially to HunterNet members.

HMS have won many awards for their technology and 
innovation, the HMS team think outside the box and strive to 
improve the way things have been done in the past. For HMS it 
is about improving efficiency and production with safety as an 
important key element.

“This is real innovation with real potential, a company that 
achieves and believes in manufacturing in Australia,” said 
Jamie Howard.

“Already receiving orders from China shows innovation works.”

 Further expansion at Denton 
 Engineering & Hydraulics

Denton Engineering & Hydraulics at Thornton has recently 
expanded their capabilities through the acquisition of a Bed Mill 
featuring a table travel of 5300 mm, with a vertical travel of 1500 
mm, and two Vertical Borers with 1600 mm table and 1250 mm 
under the bridge.

Not discouraged by the downturn, Denton’s have continued to 
move forward and diversify their capabilities by extending their 
services to include Thermal Arc Metal Spraying, extending the life 
of customer’s machinery, minimising repair costs and downtime.

Specialising in jobbing and breakdown work, machining remains 
the forefront of their capabilities, along with hydraulic cylinder 
repairs, fabrication and welding, sandblasting, and painting.

The machine workshop is equipped with a variety of lathes to 
5m between centres to 1350 mm diameter, milling machines, 
radial arm drills, horizontal borers up to 10 tonne capacity, along 

http://dentonengineering.com.au/
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Tony Cade is CEO of HunterNet. 
He was previously Group 
General Manager of Veolia 
Environmental Service and 
has also held senior positions 
in the Hunter Waste Planning 
management Board, Newcastle 
City Council and BHP Steel.

Industry transition or industry disruptors?
 
Tony Cade            
HunterNet
 

Over the past three years it feels like we have been bombarded 
by regular news articles associated with industries under 
transition. Our mining sector is a more topical one in the 
Hunter Region but further afield, media stories have regularly 
been reported in relation to Australia’s overall manufacturing, 
agricultural, and professional and technical services sectors.

It is my contention that we have moved from the transition of 
industries and leapt ahead due to the accelerated application 
of exponential technologies. Whether we recognise it or not 
every aspect of our lifestyles is currently (or will be in the very 
near future) impacted upon by Industry Disruptors. To prove this 
point, I thought I would share a few examples of where and how 
Industry Disruptors will affect us all in our day to day lives.

UBER and Autonomous Vehicles
When Uber first launched in Australia, most thought that those 

most concerned with this market entrant would be traditional 
taxi’s and hire car operators. What has now emerged was that 
this ‘initial’ launch was only the first stage in a two stage business 
plan. Stage 1 was focussed on proving the technology (or 
software) and incrementally capturing market share in population 
centres. Stage 2 is the introduction of autonomous vehicles. 

Given this scenario what are the ramifications? Well for a start 
every automotive manufacturer in the world has now recognised 
the potential threat of a driverless ‘on call’ transport option. If you 
have confidence that you can access transport ‘on call’ why do 
you need a car with all of its associated costs? If the take up of 
such a service accelerates, what does this mean for infrastructure 
planning (roads, parking stations etc)?. What will become of car 
insurance business models due to a decrease in motor vehicle 
accidents and subsequent injuries/fatalities?

 
Medical Diagnostics
The Qualcomm Tricorder X Prize was launched in 2015. The 

contest challenges anyone to develop a wireless device capable 
of detecting a range of diseases. The technology employs sensors 
and imaging to measure vital signs and diagnose conditions non-
invasively. The 10 finalists come from a range of backgrounds, 
including universities, medical device manufacturers and tech 
start-ups. One research team is backed by NASA and the Bill Gates 
Foundation, while another is made up of engineering students at 
Johns Hopkins University in the US.

The finalists will be announced shortly and each have developed 
a handheld device that will analyse up to 50 biomarkers to 
diagnose a range of medical conditions and ailments. 

Consider the ramifications of this disruptor on the access to 
and cost of world class medical diagnosis and the impact on 
preventative medicine.

 
3D printing 
A subject of regular discussion at HunterNet meetings! We have 

all seen the cost of 3D printers for either domestic or industrial 
use decrease dramatically. Further, 3D printing speeds have 
accelerated. 3D printers are here to stay and their applications 
are expanding to include construction of multi-story buildings, 
airplane components, automotive components, and even custom 
fitted clothing (eg. Shoes). 

It is estimated that by 2025, 15% of everything that is 
manufactured will be 3D printed.

 
Energy
In the 2015 calendar year, more renewable energy generation 

capacity was installed than coal fired capacity. Some forecasts 
predict a gradual decrease in energy prices as this pattern 

continues. But apart from the impact on our energy bills what 
does this mean?

Aside from upfront capital cost, the most expensive production 
input for desalination plants is energy. Imagine the impact of 
cheaper access to desalination for countries faced with significant 
arid or ‘unproductive’ land. With a growing global population 
traditionally non-productive land can be developed in to the next 
agricultural belts. From a humanitarian perspective, what impact 
can this disrupter make to countries that regularly experience 
drought and famine?

 
Professional Services
Not wanting to upset any of my lawyer or accountant friends, 

but they too will not be immune from their own industry 
disruptors. For example, IBM Watson already has the capability to 
provide basic legal advice. An associated AI program called ‘ROSS’ 
can look up an obscure court ruling from 13 years ago, and ROSS 
will not only search for the case in an instant, without contest or 
complaint, but it will offer opinions in plain language about the 
old ruling’s relevance to the case at hand. 

A CFO online article (9 May 2016) was titled “The Robots are 
Coming for Wall Street”. The article went on to say that 35% of 
all jobs in the UK are at risk of being automated over the next 20 
years. Accountancy was one of the professions that featured in 
the top 10.

 
Conclusion
These are only a few of the many examples that are happening 

today. I have not even discussed education, law and order, and 
communications disrupters. It is a tide that cannot be held back 
but at the same time it is something that we should not be fearful 
of. Industry disrupters will force us all to constantly revisit our 
lifestyle choices at home and business plans in the workplace. 
Industry disrupters will open new opportunities for those that 
are entrepreneurial enough to identify rapidly emerging market 
niches. Our quality of life will continue to improve and outcomes 
from R&D will be realised more rapidly. 

Industries will continue to disrupted by technology and the 
challenge for us all is to be informed, educated, and agile enough 
to take full advantage of the opportunities that these disrupters 
will bring.

 
For further information contact HunterNet on (02) 4925 4482, email 

tony.cade@hunternet.com.au or visit www.hunternet.com.au.
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Gold medal for local printer
WHO Printing is a 100% Australian family owned business 

that has operated within the Hunter for more than 30 years. 
The company manufactures a large range of printed materials 
utilising the latest offset and digital print technologies within 
their Steel River print facility. 

They have invested significant time, finances and 
training into ensuring their products meet international 
manufacturing standards. They are one of a few Australian 
printers to have gained ISO 12647-2 certification in colour 
management. This certification is only awarded to businesses 
that produce products to meet international colour 
standards. This enhances colour consistency and improves 
colour quality, meaning clients receive outstanding print 
results on each and every job. 

As a result WHO Printing was recently recognised at a 
national level when awarded a gold medal at the 2016 
National Print Awards - an honour only bestowed upon the 
very best printers in Australia.

WHO Printing is supported by a wealth of staff experience, 
extensive manufacturing options and technologies that 
maximise production speeds. The company offers their clients 
a choice of over 3087 papers, 1876 PMS (Pantone Matching 
System) Colours, 10 Celloglazing finishes, 70 folding options 
and five ink types. Their state-of-the-art Komori Lithrone 
press can print up to 60,000 A4 sheets per hour which 
equates to 630,000 business cards. Digital production also 
allows for fast production speeds, with 4,800 A4 sheets 
per hour. Staff experience is also a valuable element of 
the company with over 459 years of experience in print 
manufacturing between their 21 employees.

The experts in filtration and contamination control

Filter Technology Australia
Office: 44 Bonville Avenue, Thornton NSW 2322 • Postal: PO Box 101 Beresfield NSW 2322
Tel: +61 2 4966 1833 • Fax: +61 2 4966 1933 • Toll Free Australia: 1800 626 899
Email: info@filtertechnology.com.au • Web: www.filtertechnology.com.au

Filter Technology Vacuum Dehydrator/Filtration system undergoing 
final inspection at our Thornton manufacturing facility.

Operating from Thornton, Filter Technology Australia has become 
renowned in international mining and construction industries for its 
high quality range of oil and fuel filtration systems. 

All our products are proudly designed and manufactured right here in 
the Hunter Valley, while our reputation for practical solutions to fluid 
contamination have spread worldwide.

Whether it’s fuel, hydraulics or lubrication, Filter Technology Australia 
has a product that will ensure your fluids are kept clean, reducing the 
risk of contamination, increasing the intervals between fluid change 
outs and extending the life of your machinery and components.

We manufacture and supply systems tailored to fit your own specific 
situation. We also have a hire fleet of filtration units available on short 
and long term contracts. 

For more information, visit  www.filtertechnology.com.au 
or give our team a call on 1800 626 899

Bulk fuel storage project for 
Filter Technology
Filter Technology Australia (FTA) was approached by a large 

transport depot concerned with the contamination levels in their bulk 
fuel tank. Samples were taken by FTA, which were tested and then 
reported. The target ISO level of 17/13 and water ppm <200 are the 
recommended levels for diesel fuel. The sample above taken on the 
04/10/16 indicated the ISO level at 23/20 and water ppm of 20115.

It was recommended that the 100,000 L bulk tank be filtered 
and polished.

FTA supplied the FM42444 filtration unit and filtered the bulk 
tank for 8 hours turning over 480,000 L of fuel in that time to 
produce a result of ISO 16/12 and water ppm of 86.

FTA then serviced the FM40443 filter systems fitted on the fuel 
bowsers and took a sample of the fuel being delivered to the 
busses the results produce were ISO 15/11 and water ppm of 83 
well below the recommended level for diesel fuel thus reducing 
the risk of component damage due to contaminated fuel.

Based on these results FTA would recommend that bulk storage 
tanks sample all depot bulk tanks to ensure that the fuel is within 
acceptable limits.

 
 

http://www.filtertechnology.com.au/
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Major projects for manufacturer of 
recycled rubber products

Tyrex solutions is a locally owned business in Cardiff that has 
been servicing Australia for over 40 years with recycled rubber 
products.

Using recycled car tyres Tyrex makes everything from threshold 
ramps, anti-fatigue matting, welcome mats all the way up to the 
products used in the mining and industrial sectors.

Tyrex’s main product range is its threshold and step ramps. 
Tyrex’s aim has always been making access easy for everyone no 
matter what their circumstances. The business believes one of the 
reasons for its success has been because it listens to its customers 
and its ability to adapt to change. Tyrex has experienced 
particularly significant growth in its custom ramps.

The company has had a number of major projects recently 
including:

   •  New Zealand export - One of New Zealand’s leading aged 
        care providers has jumped on board with Tyrex to provide 
        safe and durable products for the aged and less able. 
   •  Form work runners for tarring roads - Tyrex  has been 
        given the opportunity to start rolling out form work to 
        substitute timber when tarring roads and it has given them 
        the chance to allow heavy machinery (and high 
        temperatures) to test the toughness of the product under 
        extreme working conditions, So far the feedback has been 
        outstanding.

National manufacturing moves to 
growth in October

The Australian Industry Group Australian Performance of 
Manufacturing Index (Australian PMI) increased by 1.1 points 
to 50.9 in October, signalling a very mild expansion across the 
manufacturing sector (readings above 50 indicate expansion in 
activity, with the distance from 50 indicating the strength of the 
increase).

Ai Group Chief Executive, Innes Willox, said: "The lift of the 
Australian PMI into growth territory, while only by the narrowest 
of margins, is nevertheless positive news after the inventory-
related adjustment of a couple of months ago. 

“Stronger exports, domestic sales and new orders in October are 
encouraging although growth remains relatively narrowly based, 
with contractions in the important metal products and non-
metallic minerals sub-sectors broadly offsetting expansions in the 
machinery & equipment and petroleum & chemicals sub-sectors 
while the largest manufacturing sub-sector – food & beverages – 
trod water in October.

“The manufacturing sector would welcome the boost to 
investment that a reduction in the company tax rate would 
provide – even if it was limited to businesses with annual 
turnovers of less than $50 million," Mr Willox said.

October’s shift to mildly expansionary conditions in was driven 
by stronger growth in exports (up 6.0 points to 56.0), sales (up 3.6 
points to 55.0) and new orders (up 6.4 points to 54.7).

Three of the eight manufacturing sub-sectors expanded in 
October -  printing & recorded media (down 6.0 points to 56.8), 
machinery & equipment (up 1.3 points to 54.1), and petroleum & 
chemical products (up 2.7 points to 55.4). The food and beverages 
sub-sector lost some steam but remained stable (down 2.4 points 
to 50.4).

The metal products sub-sector slipped back into negative 
territory (down 4.1 points to 47.2), while textiles & other goods 
(down 7.9 points to 32.5), wood & paper products (down 9.8 
points to 38.8) and non-metallic minerals (down 0.7 points to 45.3 
points) all moved further into contraction.

The selling prices sub-index moved back into contraction in 
October (down 4.4 points to 47.9), despite input prices (up 6.3 
points to 66.3) and wages (up 2.1 points to 59.0) adding further 
to cost pressures. This aligns with comments from manufacturers 
about difficulties in passing on cost increases.

   •  Portable personalised ramps - 
        This has been one of Tyrex’s 
        biggest projects in 2016. These 
        ramps have the potential to will 
        revolutionise this industry. The 
        new personalized portable ramps 
        are designed specifically for each 
        local area, as research shows that 
        most places in a town have very 
        similar height steps into shops. 
        The ramps are also designed to be 
        lightweight, extremely tough,    
        variable width and portable – they 
        can even be hung over the back 
        of a wheelchair without being in 
        the way. Tyrex has had great 
        feedback for this product and are 
        looking forward to continuing 
        their research into early 2017 with 
        this product.

   •  Ladder wedges -  Another new project Tyrex has been 
        involved in is supplying ladder wedges to Energy Australia. 
        Not only is this a great way of stopping ladders from 
        slipping on the ground but also acts as an electricity breaker 
        which as we could save lives.

 

http://www.tyrex.com.au/
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Successful STEMship program calling 
for 2017 participants

Regional Development Australia (RDA) Hunter’s ME Program, 
Department of Industry (Training Services NSW) and Hunter 
TAFE are calling for Expressions of Interest from students 
and advanced manufacturing companies to join the 2017 
STEMship Program.

Following the success of the Australian first pilot program 
that saw 17 students from 11 High Schools from across the 
Hunter complete the Vocational Education and Training 
(VET) pre-employment program, planning is well underway 
for the 2017 STEMship Program which will be expanded to 
include around 45 students from the region’s high schools 
and 15 partner companies from the Hunter’s advanced 
manufacturing sector and start up community.

The STEMship initiative provides participants with a clear 
pathway into STEM careers and the jobs of the future by 
delivering a combination of STEM and non-technical skills. 
Developed as a result of extensive consultation with local 
industry, the STEMship Program is designed to address the 
growing disconnect between employers’ expectations and 
school leavers’ employability skills. 

“We developed STEMships to improve the employability 
of the Hunter’s young people after the region’s industry 
expressed a need for people with STEM skills and high level 
non-technical skills. Our ME Program has been extremely 
successful in upskilling students in science, technology, 
engineering and maths. STEMships are the next step in 
matching them with the high-skill jobs of the future,” said RDA 
Hunter CEO, Todd Williams.

“It’s a different way of thinking about skills and 
qualifications. It has required us and our partners to challenge 
some traditional educational concepts but the result is an 
exciting program that provides young people with valuable 
life-long skills and industry with the adaptable personnel that 
they’re looking for,” continued Mr Williams

Students undergo an extensive 15 week program which 
includes niche professional placement and TAFE modules. 
Participants gain experience in a range of STEM fields through 
‘real-world’ team based project activities for potential 
employers that also require them to master problem solving, 
team work, communication and decision-making skills.

Ebony Dixon, a graduate of the inaugural STEMship cohort, 
is enjoying employment success following the completion of 
the Program. The 17 year old former Callaghan College High 
School student completed her placement with automation 
software company, Autopilot and has been offered an 
Avionics Technician position with the Department of Defence.

Dr Scott Sleap, Director of RDA Hunter’s ME Program 
said, “Ebony’s success is testament to her hard-work and 
dedication. She had clear career aspirations and the STEMship 
Program provided her with a pathway to help achieve them. 
We wish her every success and very much look forward to 
other graduates of the Program following her example.”

2016 STEMship industry partners included BAE Systems 
Australia, JetStar Engineering, Varley Group, Ampcontrol, 
Cummins South Pacific, Bohemia Interactive Solutions, 
Hummingbird Electronics (Red Arc), UAV Air, EDC Consultants, 
Port Stephens Council, Autopilot HQ, Virtual Perspective, TW 
Woods, Obelisk Systems and Maitland 4x4 Services.

http://www.megapacific.com.au/
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The Mutual’s General Manager, Geoffrey Seccombe

First Australian aircraft manufacturer 
since WWII

New South Wales Premier Mike Baird was on the Central Coast 
on 27 September to announce a new aircraft manufacturing 
facility that will be established on the Central Coast and create a 
new aerospace industry and subindustries in Australia.

Premier Baird said that Amphibian Aerospace Industries will 
relocate its off-shore manufacturing to the Central Coast and 
become the first transport category aircraft manufacturer to set 
up in Australia since the 1940s.

It will create 240 direct jobs in aircraft manufacturing, as well as 
thousands of indirect jobs in auxiliary industries like parts supply, 
instrumentation, interior fitouts and avionics.

“This is a great day for the Central Coast – this announcement 
means thousands of jobs for the region with a significant flow on 
to the Central Coast economy,” Premier Baird said.

“The decision by AAI to locate here is a testament that NSW is 
Australia’s prime location for business growth and investment.”

Council Administrator Ian Reynolds said the announcement was 
the culmination of over 12 months of negotiations between AAI 
and Central Coast Council staff.

AAI is the Type Certificate holder to the HU-16 Models A-E and 
G-111 Albatross Amphibian Aircraft and will move its operations 
from the USA to a site at Central Coast Airport under a 40 year lease.

Amphibian Aircraft Group President Khoa Hoang said they 
will invest $100 million in building the manufacturing facility 
at Central Coast Airport to upgrade the Albatross with new 
Turboprop Engines, state of the art Full Glass Avionics Cockpit and 
some additional comfort features for its customers worldwide.

“We could do this from numerous countries in the world 
but chose Australia because there is great available aviation 
engineering talent, we have support from the government and it 
is a stable political and legal environment,” he said.

Council Administrator Ian Reynolds said the lease agreement 
with AAI is part of a wider vision to make the Airport a hub for 
light to medium commercial general aviation.

“Having an anchor tenant like AAI at Central Coast Airport will help 
put our region on the aviation industry map,” Mr Reynolds said.

Mr Hoang said his company would use Central Coast Airport 
minimally for aircraft testing and that there is no requirement to 
change the runway to accommodate this.

He said there is significant international demand for the Albatross 
amphibious aircraft type which can land on water, snow or land.

“It is suitable for humanitarian aid, surveillance, search and 
rescue, detect and interject operations, passenger transport and 
utility functions in outer reach islands and other remote places 
around the world where airports are not viable.”

The process to get AAI up and running on the Central Coast will 
be staged over three to five years.  AAI will be required to submit a 
Development Application and go through all the relevant planning 
processes for the facility which is on industrial zoned land.
 

Our services include:
•  Representation to Government

•  Employee relations advice and consulting

•  Employment lawyers

•  Work Health and Safety services

•  Business development services
  Training and Development

We also offer support to your professionals 
through the following networks:

•  Industry policy and strategy

•  Human resources management

•  Safety leadership

•  Lean Manufacturing

•  Industry Skills strategy

•  Innovation Cluster

Contact: Adrian Price Regional Manager +61 2 4925 8300 or email adrian@aigroup.asn.au    www.aigroup.com.au

Ai Group is a national peak industry 
association which represents businesses 
in many sectors including: manufacturing, 
engineering, construction, transport, 
defence, mining equipment and 
electrotechnology. 

Ai Group Hunter is also at the forefront of 
leading local industry to success through 
innovation, collaboration and globalisation.

Committed to the success of Hunter industry
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The Innovation Matrix: Aligning business 
and IP strategies

Jack Shan
Davies Collison Cave
 

Innovation is arguably the most important means of staying 
competitive in the marketplace.  One way to keep that competitive 
advantage is to protect the intellectual property (IP) behind these 
innovations so as to prevent competitors from using them.  

‘Intangible’ assets, including patents and trademarks, now 
account for over 80% of a company's value, a vast change from 
20% in the 1970s.  And for start-up companies, amassing IP 
during early stages of development, that figure is likely to be 
around 90%.  In a world where so much of a company’s value is 
tied to its IP, the management of IP must therefore become a core 
competence for any aspiring business.  

Given the breadth and variation of IP tools, IP is often perceived 
as complex and opaque, even to seasoned executives.  To assist 
businesses, I have formulated an IP strategy framework to 
illustrate how IP can be used effectively to support business goals, 
based on a given competitive environment. 

The competitive environment can be categorised using two key 
factors: predictability and malleability.  Predictability defines how 
accurately and how far into the future a company can forecast 
factors such as market demand, expectations and competition.  
Malleability is defined as the extent to which a company and its 
competitors have the power to influence those factors.  

These variables are used to broadly define four strategic styles 
in which an appropriate IP strategy can then be applied to suit 
a distinct environment.  While the styles touched on here are 
necessarily brief, a more comprehensive article can be found by 
searching “Davies Collison IP Matrix”.

 
Classical
A business environment that is highly predictable and cannot 

be changed easily requires a classical management style based on 
causal logic. IP management emphasis should be on identifying 
and protecting incremental innovation that provides an edge 
over the competition.  

A classical business environment is likely to have well established 
product lines and sales channels, and may prefer to wait until 

new technologies have been proven in the marketplace before 
following the trend, however such companies should be aware of 
competitors' IP and exercise caution before committing significant 
resources to follow the trend.  

 
Adaptive
If the competitive environment is unpredictable due to factors 

such as global competition, disruptive innovation and economic 
uncertainty, short planning cycles in view of fast moving competitive 
intelligence, allow a company to react quickly to change.  

Actively monitoring the patent landscape and trade mark filings 
of the industry and competitors can provide a company with 
superior competitive intelligence is definitely key.  A 'bracketing' 
patent filing strategy can also be useful, where you are the first 
to place your bets on products or key features that are likely to 
be valued by the market, while raising a legal barrier for your 
competitors.  Additional strategies for this environment are 
explored further online.

 
Shaping
Malleable business environments, like the software industry, can 

be seen in new high-growth industries where barriers to entry 
are low and demand is unpredictable, so that a company could 
radically shift the course of industry through innovation.  

The shaping strategy involves greater emphasis on building 
innovation that defines attractive new products, markets, 
platforms and standards.  However, one cannot change an 
industry if others are not willing to follow the lead; owning IP 
allows the company to develop favourable partnerships and 
licensing relationships.  

 
Visionary
Contrary to the classical approach, visionary innovations tend 

to be trend setters rather than trend adopters, and for many, such 
as start up companies, much value of the business resides in its IP, 
which will most likely be tapped to attract investment funding to 
meet the resources required for commercialisation. 

Smart use of IP could also reduce some of the risks involved in 
bringing visionary innovations to the market.  A common pitfall 
by entrepreneurs includes mis-timing of any public disclosure, 
rendering patent protection invalid and allowing competitors to 
use the disclosed information without recourse.  

 
From strategy to implementation
 As mentioned, this very brief outline of the IP Matrix presents 

a simple way of 
considering how 
IP can be used to 
complement a business 
strategy.  A business 
should constantly 
review the competitive 
environment in which 
it operates, and from 
that, the best advice is to 
speak with your patent 
or trade mark attorney 
from the outset.  

 
This is an abridged version of this 

article. For the full article please go to 
www.davies.com.au

 
For further 

information contact 
Davies Collison Cave on 
(02) 4960 8366, email 
sydmail@davies.com.au 
or visit 
www.davies.com.au

 



With a theme of Past, Present and Future, the 2016 Hunter 
Manufacturing Awards showcased the region’s manufacturing 
sector with images from the past and present as well as the 
opportunity to have some fun with some futuristic ideas and 
products. 

The prestigious Hunter Manufacturing Awards, held on 21 
October at Wests City was HMA’s 12th year of promoting and 
profiling the region’s manufacturing sector.  With an audience of 
500 guests, it was a fantastic opportunity for all in attendance to 
experience the journey of manufacturers from the past to where 
they have arrived at in the present day. 

HMA Chairman, Bob Cowan congratulated all the 
manufacturers and praised them for their on-going dedication, 
tenacity and ability to adapt in a changing sector.

He updated the guests on HMA’s on-going support to the 
manufacturing sector and described some of the initiatives 
that HMA and its Partners had embarked upon during the last 
12 months further assisting the showcasing of the Region’s 
manufacturers.

With the assistance of NSW Department of Industry, through 
the Office of Regional Development, a Virtual Reality Expo (VRE) 
"plug-in" has been added to the HMA website. Hunter based 
manufacturers can upload their company details and corporate 
video onto the site. 

At the 2015 Hunter Manufacturing Awards’ event, HMA 
launched a joint campaign with its Television Advertising 
Partner, NBN Television. 

The campaign is gathering momentum and is called 
‘WORLD CLASS, MADE HERE’ (WCMH).  This initiative 
recognises the enormous and essential role manufacturing 
plays within our community, to our region and beyond.  
A highly incentivised package has been created for 
manufacturers to take up the opportunity to be part of the 
campaign. 

HMA’s Travel Partner of 9 years, helloworld – Hunter Travel 
Group, has launched their new Airfare Advantage Program.  
This new program offers an exclusive airfare discount 
specifically for companies on the HMA database giving them 
the opportunity to have immediate savings of up to 36%.  
Enquires related to all of the above initiatives can be directed 
to info@hma.org.au.

The Board of HMA continues to utilise some funds toward 
a scholarship for potential or existing TAFE students who are 
planning or are currently undertaking a course which is directly 
related to the manufacturing industry.

The scholarships are open to any student who is 
undertaking a course directly related to manufacturing, is 
committed to a career in the manufacturing industry, shows a 
passion for engineering and manufacturing.

The value of the scholarship is $5,000 per year to be 
distributed to up to five students. The scholarship is for 1 
year only, but recipients are eligible to receive scholarships 
in consecutive years, subject to continuing to meet selection 
criteria. 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 
 

»

DEVELOPING OUR INDUSTRY AND CONNECTING YOU

Identifying and capturing business development opportunities.

Establishing collaborative business models.

Delivery of innovation, efficiency and market expansion projects.

Group procurement / strategic sourcing services.

Professional development and training.

Government Advocacy.

Career development through our Group Training company. 

Learn more at www.hunternet.com.au or call +61 2 4908 7380

THE POWER OF MANY
“Tap into Australia’s most 
successful manufacturing 
and engineering networks 

and discover a world of new 
opportunities”

»
»
»
»
»
»
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Hunter
Manufacturing
Awards
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2016 
Finalists
AV Whalan Composites

Airborne

Allie Jane Travel Accessories

Austube Mills

Boat Hoist

Bridon Bekart

Chute Technology

Custom Fluidpower

Design Anthology

Downer Rail

DSI Underground

Foghorn Brewhouse

Hedweld Group of Companies

Hive UAV

Hunter Valley Training Company

JA Martin Electrical

Laing O’Rourke – Select Plant Hire

Light Mounting Systems Australia

Minebay

MIGAS

Moly-Cop

Morpeth Sourdough

Neo Industrial Design

Norris Industries

OneSteel – Contistretch

OneSteel – Newcastle Rod Mill

OneSteel – REMS Workshop

Portable Safety Cam

Prolec Electrical Services

Quarry Mining

Robotic Systems

RPC Technologies

R&R Murphy

RR Taylor

Stabil Corp

Tomago Aluminium

TW Woods – Slashertek

Varley

WHO Printing
 

WHO PRINTING 2016 NATIONAL PRINT AWARDS
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2016 
Sponsors & 
Partners
BAE Systems

Bridon Bekaert

Davies Collison Cave

Downer

helloworld Newcastle

hunter Research Foundation

Hunter Business Chamber

Hunter Business Review

Hunter TAFE

KM&T

McEwan & Partners

NBN News

Newcastle Herald

NSW Department of Industry

Port Waratah Coal Services

Thurnham Teece

University of Newcastle

Whiteley Corporation

WHO Printing
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As a leading regional provider of quality training to the 
Hunter’s manufacturing industry, Hunter TAFE is focused 
on providing employers with programs that not only ensure 
graduates have the skills required for today, but the skills and 
knowledge to become the innovators of tomorrow.

The Hunter Manufacturing Awards celebrate industry 
excellence throughout the region with five passionate and 
determined Hunter TAFE students being recognised for their 
commitment to the manufacturing industry and education.

Daniel Aubrey and Luke Coleman both of Valentine 
(Glencore), Daniel Jeffs of Warners Bay (TransGrid), Maddie 
Jordan of Metford (AMP Control) and Thornton’s Benjamin 
Riley (Port Waratah Coal Services) were the 2016 recipients of 
the HMA Board Scholarships, valued at $1,000 each.

The Scholarships are awarded to Hunter TAFE students 
undertaking a course directly relating to manufacturing in 
fields such as electrotechnology, electronics and engineering. 

The awards recognise students’ commitment to their 
education and the passion demonstrated by these individuals 
to pursue a career in the local industry.

Established in 2009, the HMA Board have donated 
$75,000 for the annual Scholarships, providing more than 
40 students with financial support and encouragement to 
continue to succeed and further their education within the 
manufacturing industry.

The HMA Board TAFE Scholarships are a part of the overall 
annual awards and focus on developing and supporting local 
talent, and encouraging students to pursue careers within the 
local manufacturing industry.

Hunter TAFE wishes to congratulate the Hunter TAFE 
student recipients on their achievements and thank the HMA 
Board for their commitment to fostering the future leaders of 
the Hunter’s manufacturing industry.

M
A1

60
83

 Google Hunter TAFE   
 Call 131 225

Bright  Futures 

Start  Here!

HUNTER TAFE PROUDLY PROVIDES 
HIGHLY SKILLED, WORK READY GRADUATES TO 
OUR REGION’S MANUFACTURING SECTOR.

If you are looking for award winning results, Hunter TAFE 
has the program for you. Enrol now for 2017!

Provider 90002 TAFE NSW Hunter Institute.

DYLAN BOLcH
Hunter TAFE Manufacturing  
and Engineering Award 2016

A C Whalan Composites are a 
finalist in the innovation award. 

The product we nominated for 
this award is our Composite 

utility pole, providing light weight 
installation solutions to Actew AGL 

and Essential Energy for specific 
projects with access issues such as 

environmental impact.

A.C. Whalan Composites Pty
Lot 101, Maskey Road,
Mt Thorley NSW 2330 

P: 02 6574 6012   F: 02 6574 6422
E: composites@acwhalan.com.au
 W: www.acwcomposites.com.au

Backyard
 solution

Kosciusko National Park (lighter weight machinery 
required resulting in minimal flora impact)

Skilling the manufacturing leaders of tomorrow
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Manufacturer of the Year
Sponsored by Downer Rail
 

2016 Major Sponsor, Downer Rail, awarded the prestigious 
award of Manufacturer of the Year to R&R Murphy.

There is an old saying that when the going gets tough, 
the tough get going.  The winner of the Manufacturer of 
the Year for 2016 is a wonderful demonstration of that age 
old truth.

With traditional markets disappearing and economic 
conditions squeezing margins, tinkering at the edges was 
never going to cut it.  The winner this year knew that the only 
way forward would be a bold and courageous reinvention of 
the business.

With the wisdom and humility to seek advice, a new 
pathway was designed, the whole team or ‘family’ that 
comprised the business was invited to help and given the 
opportunity to step up and share the responsibility for forging 
this new pathway.  And step up they did.

SPECIALIST FABRICATORS
• MINING • ARCHITECTURAL
• FOOD INDUSTRY • TRANSPORT
• DEFENCE • AND MORE

Every opportunity to identify new revenue opportunities 
and improve the productivity of the business was explored, 
new skills were built, systems and processes pulled apart and 
redesigned, investments made. 

World class benchmarks were achieved and a culture of 
trust, respect and commitment with a firm belief in an exciting 
future for the business was established.

With a courageous and visionary leadership team, an energised, 
loyal and motivated team, sound market diversification, including 
export opportunities, and a growing portfolio of happy clients 
this year’s Manufacturer of the Year has demonstrated that 
success awaits those willing to follow.

The Manufacturer of the Year also won a trip to an 
international destination to attend a trade fair, event or other 
activity that will serve to benefit their company.  The trip was 
sponsored by helloworld – HTG Newcastle and HMA.
 

R&R Murphy Managing Director 
Rod Murphy and Downer Rail 

Executive General Manager Business 
Development Brett McLennan

R&R 
MURPHY
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HMA Board Award
The HMA Board Award was 
presented to Robotic Systems.

Robotic Systems has built their manufacturing business 
utilising the same level of focus and innovation which 
underpins their leading edge technology. 

This has resulted in an engaging and stimulating working 
environment for their staff and delivers inspiration for their 
customers. 

The uniqueness of the business is complimented by a 
true desire to listen to customers and to implement their 
feedback suggestions.  

The speed of technological change today is a challenge 
and Robotic Systems have triumphed in leading the air 
race to succeed. 

The Judging Panel considered the Titan Mk2 as an 
outstanding UAV and felt that the world needs to see this 
new and innovative aircraft. 

They were completely refreshed by the company’s 
willingness and confidence in building this responsive 
culture and feel assured it is a sign of the company’s 
strong and successful future. 

Robotic Systems also won a trip to an international 
destination to attend a trade fair, event or other activity 
that will serve to benefit their company.  The trip was 
sponsored by helloworld – HTG Newcastle and HMA.

The Judging panel felt that travel to an international 
trade show or event, will not only expand the knowledge 
base of the company but more importantly it will show 
the world what Australian Manufacturers are capable of 
designing and manufacturing.

 

                                           Air & Seafreight               

 Imports & Exports          Customes Clearance        

 Document Assistance    Tariff Advice                 

SCORPION
INTERNATIONAL

Our services include:

✔ Air & Seafreight

✔ Imports & Exports

✔ Customs Clearance

✔ Tariff  Advice

✔ Document Assistance

Proud to support 
Regional 

Manufacturing

GLOBAL 
LOGISTICS

CALL 4962 1234
FAX 4962 1283

Website
www.scorpioninternational.com

G6315420AB-191013

GLOBAL LOGISTICS

PLEASE CALL - (02) 4962 1234   

Our services include:

www.scorpioninternational.com

SCORPION
INTERNATIONAL

Our services include:

✔ Air & Seafreight

✔ Imports & Exports

✔ Customs Clearance

✔ Tariff  Advice

✔ Document Assistance

Proud to support 
Regional 

Manufacturing

GLOBAL 
LOGISTICS

CALL 4962 1234
FAX 4962 1283

Website
www.scorpioninternational.com

G6315420AB-191013

Proud to support 
Regional 

Manufacturing

*Conditions apply. 
Hunter Travel Group Pty Ltd. ABN 39 83 096 957.  A11468.

HELLO 
HOLIDAY

PROUD SPONSORS OF HMA
At helloworld, we’re passionate and experienced 

travellers and always go the extra mile to make sure your 
next holiday is an extraordinary experience.

No matter what you’re after, we offer you all the 
support you need and know the right ingredients to 

make a truly memorable holiday.
 International & Domestic airfares   Cruises 

 Accommodation   Package Holidays 
 Destination Expertise   Travel Insurance 

 Visas + more 
+ Pay for your travel using your 

AMEX Membership Rewards Points*

www.holidaydeals.com

Contact your local store or call 1300 HELLOWORLD
Belmont
4945 0044
Kotara
4957 0277

Glendale
4956 7226
Newcastle
4940 2233

Green Hills 
4933 3077
Toronto
4959 4011

Charlestown
4942 1551
Settlement City
6584 4018 

OPEN 
SUNDAYS

HMA Chairman Bob Cowan, Adam Amos from 
Robotic Systems and helloworld Hunter Travel 

Group Executive Director Helga Saxarra

ROBOTIC 
SYSTEMS
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Rising Star Award
Sponsored by Whiteley Corporation
 Joshua Wivell was the winner of the 2016 Rising Star Award.

Joshua, an electrical engineer who works at Molycop, 
consistently demonstrated great vision, courage, resilience, 
high level technical knowledge and the skills needed to be key 
player in the ongoing transformation of our manufacturing 
industry in the Hunter.

Joshua has demonstrated through repeated, challenging 
and complex projects that he has the ability to thrive in a 
space that only the very best can make work. His personal 
passion and commitment along with his deep respect for 
the contributions of his co-workers have enabled him to find 
solutions to challenges that have delivered powerful and 
sustainable productivity improvements for his employer.

It is also important to note that a key thread in Joshua’s 
approach is the safety and wellbeing of his colleagues, in 
what can be a very hazardous work environment, and his 
solutions always incorporate ways to make the process not 
only more productive but inherently safer.

A highly commended was awarded to Virginie Murphy 
from RPC Technologies.
 

 

 

Apprentice of the Year – 
Manufacturing 
Sponsored by BAE Systems
 Apprentice of the Year – Manufacturing was awarded to Emma 
Gibson who is employed by Hunter Valley Training Company and 
hosted by Laing O’Rourke – Select Plant at Rutherford.

Emma’s interest in engineering started at an early age when 
she could be found in the shed working with her father who was 
a fitter machinist by trade. After completing the HSC in 2012 she 
undertook an apprenticeship in Engineering Mechanical.

Working in a male dominated industry had its challenges but she 
soon gained the admiration and respect from her fellow workers. 
Throughout Emma’s apprenticeship she has been identified as a 
high achiever in all aspects including her theory studies.

Emma has been involved in a number of activities such as 
‘try a skill” which helps to promote trades and encourages 
young people to consider opportunities in related industries.

Emma has also been involved in promotional activities 
regarding women’s equality and growth in the workforce 
empowering them to pursue careers that are stereotypically 
men’s.  Emma won the 2015 National Association of Women 
in Construction Awards for Excellence.

 
A highly commended was awarded to Tristan McKenzie 

who works at Hedweld via MIGAS.
 

 

Congratulations Emma Gibson, 
HMA Apprentice of the Year!

hvtc.com.au

JOSHUA 
WIVELL

Joshua Wivell of Molycop with Whitely 
Corporation General Manager Darran Leyden

HVTC Field 
Officer Kellie Marks 

(representing
Emma Gibson) 

and BAE Systems 
Program Director F-35 

Andrew Gresham

EMMA
GIBSON
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Excellence in Innovation
Sponsored by Davies Collison Cave
 The Excellence in Innovation Award was won by the 
Hedweld Group of Companies.

The judges said Hedweld had an outstanding 
application, showcasing a brilliant product, the Milbrotec 
Floating Fence post.

It leaves one thinking – ‘why didn't I think of that?’
Distribution / sales are already in place and 

continuing to grow very quickly in what is a very short 
period of time.

The judges commented that this is innovation in action.
 
Highly commended awards were given to TW Woods – 

Slashertek, Stabil Corp and RR Taylor.
 

 
 

Export in Manufactured Goods
Sponsored by NSW Department of 
Industry
 The Export of Manufactured Goods Award was 
awarded to RR Taylor for their MetMizer waste 
conversion solution

The judges said “Well done on a standout application, 
a fascinating product and great market successes!

“RR Taylor’s export market strategy was well 
articulated and included good insight into the specific 
areas of focus currently and over the next two years.

“Other standout sections included the particular export 
challenges encountered and how each of these has been 
addressed, demonstrating a strong business focus.”

 
A highly commended was awarded to Boathoist for 

their StrongArm Kayak Loader (SAKL)
 

 

davies.com.au

GREAT IDEAS 
ARE WORTH 
PROTECTING
Turn your products, brand and 
innovations into business assets.

Our IP specialists can help you 
develop a tailored strategy to:

 – Deter competitors
 – Protect your brand, products  

and innovations
 – Charge a premium for your 

products and services
 – Improve business valuation and 

attract investment and funding

Call our Newcastle office for  
a free consultation on 4960 8366

Hedweld Global 
Markets Development 
Manager Kristy Hedley 

and Davies Collison 
Cave Principal Patent 

Attorney Will Hird

 

HEDWELD 
GROUP OF 
COMPANIES

RR Taylor Managing 
Director Warren Kaye 
and NSW Department 
of Industry Regional 

Director, Hunter – 
Central Coast Tony 

Sansom

+61 2 6574 0000 
enquiries@hedweld.com.au 

Excellence in Innovation
Innovation is at the heart of everything we 
do at Hedweld... and our new metal processing facility, 
housing some of the world’s most technologically advanced 
machinery, gives us the ability to bring ideas to life.  

Hedweld are proud recipients of the HMA’s Excellence in 
Innovation Award for 2016 for the design and manufacture 
of the first of our commercialised agricultural products. 

www.hedweld.com.au

Let Hedweld help you and your business reach your 
innovative potential. Contact our Business Development 
Manager - Advanced Manufacturing to discuss further. 

Hedweld’s NEW Advanced Manufacturing Facility at Mt Thorley

RR 
TAYLOR
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Excellence in Technology 
Award
Sponsored by Strata Worldwide

The Technology Award was presented to DSI 
Underground for their Friction Bolt Automation.

DSI's recently installed automation system for friction 
bolt manufacturing has significantly increased the 
manufacturing process performance through fivefold 
increase in productivity and one-third requirement in 
man hours.

The automation also allows for reduced metal waste 
and increase safety performance. The installed system 
is an existing technology which has been applied in 
a novel way for the benefit of DSI's manufacturing 
competitiveness.

DSI has also shown its commitment to up skill their 
workforce and to the community.

 
Highly commended was awarded to Robotic 

Systems for their titan mk11.
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Excellence in Product Design
Sponsored by University of Newcastle

 The Excellence in Product Design award was awarded 
to NEO Industrial Design for their CBM3 Golf Buggy.

The Neo Industrial Design CBM3 Golf Buggy sets 
a new bench mark for product design in the Hunter 
region, allowing Neo Industrial Design’s client, a 
NSW golf products company, to sell the CBM3 Golf 
Buggy through North America’s largest golf Products 
Company, Callaway. 

The judges commented that this is what quality product 
design should do. Neo Industrial Design has carefully crafted 
the CBM3 Golf Buggy with an in-depth understanding the 
user’s broader requirements. The product is the most elegant 
three wheeled golf buggy on the market following on from 
the CBM2 golf buggy which was adopted by Maserati as 
part of their branded merchandise. 

This Golf Buggy can be used without consulting the 
instructions, there is only one way it can be set up and 
operated. This is achieved without compromising safety. 
The user cannot jam their fingers in the folding mechanism 
as pinch points have been designed out –all achieved while 
simultaneously reducing manufacturing cost.

 
 Highly commended was presented to Stabil Corp 

and Design Anthology.
 
 

 
 

DSI Operations Manager – NSW 
Phil Cox and Strata Worldwide 

(Australia) CEO Tony Lobb

DSI 
UNDER-
GROUND NEO Industrial 

Design Lead 
Designer Jon 

Pryor and 
University of 

Newcastle Head 
of School, School 

of Electrical 
Engineering and 

Computer Science 
Rick Middleton

FOGHORN 
BREWHOUSE

NEO 
INDUSTRIAL 

DESIGN 

Excellence in 
Environmentally 
Responsible Manufacturing 
Practices
Sponsored by Quarry Mining

 Excellence in Environmentally Responsible Manufacturing 
Practices was won by Norris Industries.

The applicant identified a range of environmental aspects 
associated with their manufacturing operation over which they 
have influence. It is commendable that they have sought assistance 
through membership of and participation in industry programs such 
as the NSW Sustainability Advantage Program.

Continuous improvement in efforts to reduce their 
manufacturing environmental footprint are evident, together 
with flow on of benefits to their customers.

A focus on both upstream (suppliers) and downstream 
(product users) impacts, in addition to the in-house 
manufacturing process indicates a holistic approach.
 

 

Norris Industries Group 
General Manager Greg 

Gates and Quarry Mining 
Managing Director Kari 

Armitage

NORRIS
INDUSTRIES
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Excellence in Marketing
Sponsored by Thurnham Teece

The Excellence in Marketing Award was won by 
Foghorn Brewhouse.

The combination of the use of digital platforms and 
engagement with business and community groups 
has provided Foghorn Brewhouse with a successful 
business model which has led to expansion to the 
Central Coast in a very short time period. 

Foghorn demonstrated a passion not only to be 
successful but importantly to build a business that 
everyone in the Hunter is proud to have in the region.

Foghorn has successfully achieved both and is 
already planning to tap into future opportunities and 
continue their business growth.

 

 
 

 
 
 

Excellence in Safety
Sponsored by Port Waratah Coal 
Services

 The Excellence in Safety Award was presented to 
Tomago Aluminium Company for their ‘Mates look 
after Mates’ campaign.

This is an initiative that was implemented, following 
a workplace accident that had dire consequences for 
those involved and others in the workplace.

It is a good example of employee involvement where 
past and present employees are involved in assessing the 
tasks that they complete on a daily basis and the risks 
associated with those tasks that are often ignored.

The involvement of employees is evident throughout 
the submission.

A simple approach with commendable results.
 
Highly commened went to OneSteel Rod Mill’s 38 

program.
 

 

WE LIVE PR
WE KNOW MEDIA

WE LOVE TO DESIGN
WE CREATE CAMPAIGNS

WE ARE THURNHAM TEECE

A: 197 Corlette Street,  The Junction.     PH: 02 4961 6010
A: 5/3 Parriwi Road, Mosman.     PH: 02 9968 4237

www.thurnhamteece .com.au

Foghorn Brewhouse Co-Founder and 
Chief Brewing Officer Shawn Sherlock 

and Thurnham Teece Managing Director 
Lyn Thurnham

FOGHORN 
BREWHOUSE

Tomago Aluminium People, 
Safety & Environment 
Officer Simon Mitchell and 
port Waratah Coal Services 
General Manger, Development 
Terry Tynan

TOMAGO 
ALUMINIUM 
COMPANY

NEO 
INDUSTRIAL 

DESIGN 
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Excellence in 
Manufacturing Process
Sponsored by KM&T

Excellence in Manufacturing Process was won by R&R Murphy.
The owners of R&R Murphy have achieved their vision to 

transform their company. It takes courage to do it anytime 
but to do it in tough times is exceptional.

Their commitment to their people is admirable. They took a 
chance by financially rewarding them as they improved their 
skills and took on extra responsibilities, a bet that appears to 
have paid off.
 

High commended was awarded to Moly-Cop
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Excellence in People and 
Skills Development 
Sponsored by Bridon Bekaert
 Excellence in People and Skills Development was awarded to 
Downer Rail.

This application was specific to apprentice training. 
It is a training regime that improves technical skills through 

the use of partnerships with a variety of providers to meet the 
entire range of skills required to meet the qualification. 

Of particular note is the increase in apprentices completing 
their trade qualification and the inclusion of a suite of life 
skills programs aimed at improving the contribution of 
the apprentice to the community in general, not just the 
workplace.

 
A highly commended was awarded to R&R Murphy.

 

Downer Rail Executive 
Manager HR NSW 
David Wilson and 

Bridon Bekaert Vice 
President Oceania 

Stuart Callenda

R&R Murphy Managing 
Director Rod Murphy and 
KM&T Marketing Manager 

Felipe Jara

DOWNER
RAIL

R&R
MURPHY
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As proud supporters of the Hunter Manufacturing Awards, 
we would like to extend our congratulations to  

all participants for 2013!

Suite 1, 91 Frederick Street, Merewether NSW 2291
E: info@mcewans.com.au | W: www.mcewans.com.au

T: 02 4963 2200 G6363057AA-181013

C H A R T E R E D  A C C O U N T A N T S

As proud supporters of the Hunter Manufacturing Awards,
we would like to extend our congratulations to

 all participants for 2016!

B U S I N E S S  |  A U D I T  |  T A X A T I O N

http://www.mcewans.com.au/
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 Business 
Lunches or 
Corporate 
Functions

29-32 Maitland Street, Muswellbrook
P: (02) 6541 5858  

E: reception@theremington.com.au
www.theremington.com.au

Corner Market & Scott Streets Newcastle 
 4929 4477 ~ eat@threebearskitchen.com.au 

www.threebearskitchen.com.au

IMAGINE BOOKING THIS PRIVATE ROOM 
FOR YOUR WORK CHRISTMAS PARTY 

OR NEXT CORPORATE FUNCTION?

 CALL US ON 4929 4477

A private room for 30 guests or more 
with free room hire and three function 

packages to choose from!

100% Australian Craft 
Beer Cafe 

located in the historic East 
End of Newcastle NSW, 

Offering an 
All Day menu inspired by 
the American Diner/Grill.

Not to mention 21 craft 
beers on tap!

64-66 Scott St, Newcastle East, NSW
02 40 232 707

info@grainstorenewcastle.com.au

FUNCTIONS AND
CHRISTMAS PARTIES 

CALL US ON  02 4929 3333 FOR MORE DETAILS

2/1 King Street ~ Newcastle NSW 2300
eat@rustica.com.au ~ www.rustica.com.au

BANQUET & ALTERNATE SERVE PACKAGES 
AVAILABLE PLUS PRE FUNCTION CANAPÉS

TheTerrace

NOW 
OPEN

AT THE BOAT SHED BAR + GALLEY -  OPEN FROm 6pm wed-sat

         facebook.com/theboatshedbar           @theboatshedbar

www.theboatshedbar.com.au     |     02 4945 0888 

LOCATED WITHIN

For further details call (02) 4925 7760 
or email info@HBRmag.com.au

PROMOTE 
YOUR 

BUSINESS 
HERE
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https://www.theremington.com.au/#!THE REMINGTON
http://www.threebearskitchen.com.au/
http://grainstorenewcastle.com.au/
http://www.rustica.com.au/
http://www.16s.com.au/theboatshed


Your global FREIGHT FORWARDER in the Hunter Newcastle office provides direct 
and immediate support for all your international freight needs:
• IATA Air - Seafreight - Imports - Exports  

- Storage - Project Cargo - Customs Clearance and transport services.
• Online track and trace
• Supply chain management 
• International Trade support 
Please call for individualised cost analysis, comparison rates and service options 
on:  4962 1234 www.scorpioninternational.com. www.phl.net.au 

SCORPION INTERNATIONAL 
A Division of POWERHOUSE LOGISTICS
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Our services include:
4 Airfreight

Seafreight
4 Imports

Exports
4 Customs

clearance
4 Document

assistance
4 Warehousing

Storage
4 Project 

Warehousing

GLOBAL
LOGISTICS
4 International

air and sea
freight

4 Animal
transport

4 Personal
effects

CALL
02 4962 1234

FAX
02 4962 1283

Website
www.scorpioninternational.com
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CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES

Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning, 
Insurance and Risk Protection.

 (02) 4929 2552

Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay  

  "Working together for your future"
  www.crestfs.com.au  

• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained 
   accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments and 
   homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for 
   visitors and business colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.

BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE
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NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION

 

P:  49615566   E: joanne@bqnre.com.au   
W: bqnre.com.au  1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC                              
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LAKE GROUP STRATA
Strata & Community Title Managers

•  Over 30 years managing property
•  Pre-purchase reports
•  Set-up & establishment service
•  Consultancy Service
•  Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes  www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305

Hunter Business Review
HBR

www.HBRmag.com.au
For more business information visit:

NEWCASTLE ASSET MANAGEMENT
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Bill Quirk -  M:  0402957055  P: 02 49405100 
E: admin@newcastleassetmanagement.com.au                                                   
A: 1/91 Hannell St Wickham  
Newcastle Cruising Yacht Club 2293

                                                                                                                
Cleaning and Maintenance services, maintaining your asset value for:                                                                       

• all residential and small commercial property, 
end of lease/preparation for sale, detailing                                                                  

     • marine asset services, diving, charter/delivery, sales, 
finance & insurance

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE
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C
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P: (02) 49610145  E: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

•  Strata Cleaning Services
•  Medical Centre Cleaning
•  Commercial Office Cleaning
•  Over 20 years experience in Newcastle & Lake Macquarie
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HBR business services

SHAW GIDLEY INSOLVENCY & RECONSTRUCTION

SHAW GIDLEY, 
WHEN EXPERIENCE 

MATTERS.

INSO
LVENCY SERVICES

Shaw Gidley Insolvency & Reconstruction is one of the region’s most 
experienced specialist firms. If you’re experiencing financial distress, 
contact us to achieve the best possible outcome for your circumstances.

Newcastle - 02 4908 4444                 Tuggerah - 02 4365 3344
Port Macquarie - 02 6580 0400     www.shawgidley.com.au

DO
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N THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY

•  Security bins and one-off shredding
•  Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
•  NAID AAA Certified
•  Locally owned and operated
•  Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast  
Phone: 4957 9903        www.mobileshredding.com.au

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"

http://www.scorpioninternational.com/
http://www.crestfs.com.au/financial-services/
http://www.bqnre.com.au/
http://www.lakegroupstrata.com.au/
http://adamstowncleaning.com.au/
http://shawgidley.com.au/
http://www.mobileshredding.com.au/
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HBR funny business

Extensive range of services:

Design

Award winning offset and digital printing

Online customised print management portal

Multi-channel marketing

Warehousing and distribution

Kitting and packing

QR Codes

 Transactional Mail

Direct Mail

 Digital Asset Management

WANT TO STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD ?
The Hunter Region’s Premier Print Group.

NCP is a division of the Bright Print Group of Companies
8-10 Frank Street Wetherill Park NSW 2164 Australia | www.brightprintgroup.com.au

NCP Printing now with Print National NCP Printing Newcastle
14 Channel Rd, Steel River Industrial Park
Mayfield West NSW 2304

02 4926 1300
E: sales@ncp.com.au

www.ncpprinting.com.au

NSW PRINT 
INDUSTRY 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 
AWARDS

Gold and Bronze 
Medal Winners 

2012

AUSTRALIAN
NATIONAL

PRINT AWARDS
Gold Medal

Winners
2013

NCP_PN_HalfPg_Ad_HBR_Nov13_v2.indd   1 19/11/13   12:57 PM

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

- Tom Peters

“Almost all quality improvement comes via simplification of design, 
manufacturing, layout, process and procedures.”

 An engineer was unemployed for a long time. He could not find 
a job so he opened a medical clinic and puts a sign up outside: “Get 
your treatment for $500, if not treated get back $1,000.” 

A doctor thinks this is a good opportunity to earn $1,000 so he 
goes to his clinic and says “I have lost taste in my mouth.”

The engineer says “Nurse, please bring medicine from box 22 and 
put three drops in the patient’s mouth.”

“This is petrol!” gasps the doctor.
“Congratulations! You’ve got your taste back. That will be $500,” says the engineer.
The doctor gets annoyed and goes back after a couple of days later to recover his 

money saying “I have lost my memory, I cannot remember anything.”
Again the engineer says “Nurse, please bring medicine from box 22 and put 

three drops in the patient’s mouth.”
“But that is petrol!” gasps the doctor.
“Congratulations!’ says the engineer. “You’ve got your memory back. That will 

be $500.”
The doctor leaves angrily and comes back after several more days saying “My 

eyesight has become weak.”
“Well,” says the engineer, “I guess you have me beaten this time. I don’t have 

any medicine for this. Take this $1,000.”
“But this is only $500…”
“Congratulations! You got your vision back! That will be $500.”

A taxi driver and a priest go to heaven.
Both appear at roughly the same time at the pearly gates. The 

priest is given some wine and cheese. The taxi driver is given a yacht, 
a boat, a mansion and a box of diamonds.

The priest looks at St. Peter and says: "I was a priest for many years 
but all I get is a little house and some food. This guy gets all this stuff 

and he drove a taxi."
St. Peter says "Yes, but we go by results. When you gave sermons people 

slept, when he drove people prayed."
 
 A man walks into a restaurant. A waiter welcomes him and says: "Hello 

sir, all our tables are full so you might have to wait for about 30 minutes". 
"Do you know who I am?" the man replies. 
"Oh, of course, I'm sorry, we'll get you a table straight away." says 

the waiter.

After the man has eaten his meal, the waiter brings him the bill and says "I 
hope you enjoyed the meal." 

"Do you know who I am?!" replies the man again. 
In frustration the waiter takes the bill back and says: "Certainly sir, it's on the house."
In confusion the man walks out of the restaurant and thinks himself "Can 

anyone ever help me with my amnesia?"
 
 A photographer for a national magazine was assigned to get 

photos of a great forest fire. 
Smoke at the scene was too thick to get any good shots, so he 

frantically called his home office to hire a plane. 
"It will be waiting for you at the airport!" he was assured by his editor. 
As soon as he got to the small, rural airport, sure enough, a plane 

was warming up near the runway. 
He jumped in with his equipment and yelled, "Let's go! Let's go!" The pilot 

swung the plane into the wind and soon they were in the air. 
"Fly over the north side of the fire," said the photographer, "and make three 

or four low level passes." "Why?" asked the pilot. 
"Because I'm going to take pictures! I'm a photographer, and photographers 

take pictures!" said the photographer with great exasperation. 
After a long pause the pilot said, "You mean you're not the instructor?"

 
 Little Johnny was in the garden filling in a hole when his 

neighbour peered over the fence. Interested in what the little boy 
was up to, he politely asked: "What are you up to there, Johnny?" 
"My goldfish died," replied Johnny tearfully, without looking up, 
"and I've just buried him." 

The neighbour was concerned and said "That's an awfully big hole 
for a goldfish, isn't it?" 

Johnny patted down the last heap of earth and then replied: "That's because 
he's inside your cat."
 

MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR YOU

THE BIG BOYS TEAM  
KEEPS GETTING BIGGER!

One of our most important core values is to provide our clients 
with a high standard of service so we can meet and exceed their 
expectations. 

To achieve this, we have built an extensive and trusted team where each trade service 
professional and contractor has been handpicked for their proven track record in the 
industry.

Andrew Mac Isaac was recently chosen to join the BIG boys team due to his extensive 
experience in commercial glazing, working on numerous industrial developments around 
New South Wales.

Andrew always brings an exceptional level of service with incredible attention to detail on 
every single project and is a huge asset to our BIG boys team.

You can contact Andrew for a commercial glazing quote on 0428 688 879 or email him 
at glass2@bigboysnewcastle.com.au.

www.bigboysnewcastle.com.au

http://www.ncp.com.au/main/
http://www.bigboysnewcastle.com.au/
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